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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

A near pair of William Moorcroft Macintyre Florian Ware waisted vases decorated with yellow irises on a blue
ground, having a printed signature 25cm and 25.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
Both vases are in good condition having no restoration visible under a UV light or eyeglass.

2

A Loetz style green glass squat baluster vase 10cm £40-60

3

A pair of 18th Century Worcester blue and white dinner plates decorated with flowers 25cm £40-60
1 plate is chipped

4

A Rosenthal figure of an exotic dancer, raised on an oval base standing beside a seated figure of Hotei 40cm
£80-100
Her little finger is chipped

5

A Doulton Slaters motto leatherware jug, The Landlords Caution 21cm £30-50
The jug has a chip to the underside of the base

6

A 19th Century cut glass pedestal bowl 21cm and 3 glass rinsers £24-34

7

A Beswick figure of a shire mare no.HH18 by Arthur Greddington, brown gloss 21.6cm together with a Beswick
figure of a race horse, black matt, 17cm (restored) £24-34
The black matt horse has a repaired front right leg and a scratch to his nose

8

A pair of Victorian ironstone jugs decorated in the chinoiserie style 13cm and 17cm, the larger jug is chipped
£30-40

9

A 2 colour Wedgwood style match striker with silver collar 7cm £30-40

10

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a seated cat with gold stopper 12cm £40-60

11

A pair of German porcelain figures of a young girl and boy, raised on circular bases 16cm £40-50

12

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight Royal Cats Abyssinian 24cm (no stopper) £40-50

13

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight Royal Cat Russian 22cm (no stopper) £40-50

14

A Royal Doulton figure - Lydia 12cm and ditto Southern Belle HN2229 20cm £30-40

15

A Lladro figure of a boy playing a drum , resting against a tree bough "Lladro Black Legacy Bongo Beat"
No.5157 22cm £30-40

16

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern Royal Cat - Egyptian 22cm (no stopper) £30-40
There is a hairline crack to the base

17

A Lladro figure of a young lady holding a bonnet behind her no. 5006 24cm £30-40

18

A Lladro figure of a boy resting against a log with a bird on his foot 23cm £30-40

19

A Moorcroft rectangular box and cover decorated with flowers, with signature, impressed mark and paper to
the late Queen Mary label 11cm w £40-60

20

A Victorian money box in the form of a country cottage 11cm, a ditto group of a gentleman and spaniel 25cm
and a ditto of a lion astride a man 24cm £40-50

21

A Royal Doulton figure - Sweet Dreams HN1318 19cm and a Royal Worcester figure - Grandmother's Dress
3081 16cm £30-40
The first item is cracked
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22

A Beswick figure - Pinto Pony skewbald gloss 16.5cm, a shire foal (large) brown gloss 15.9cm, a foal (small
gambolling left) brown gloss 8.3cm and a foal (medium head down) brown gloss 9.9cm, all modelled by Arthur
Greddington £50-70

23

A Lladro figure of a standing polar bear cub 9cm £30-40

24

A Lladro figure of a seated polar bear cub 8cm £30-40

25

Five Fornasetti coasters decorated with spirit labels 11cm £60-80

26

Four Mdina coloured glass sculptures 12cm, 12.5cm, 15cm and 22cm £40-60

27

A Royal Doulton figure of a Golden Retriever, matt finish, 13cm £30-40

28

A Lladro figure of a reclining donkey with love me, love me not daisy in Spanish 11cm £30-40

29

A Lladro figure of a duck 18cm £30-40

30

A Lladro figure of a young man playing a double base 25cm £30-40

31

A Lladro figure of a goose 10cm, a ditto 12cm and a figural bell 12cm £30-40

32

A Lladro matt figure of a boy sailor holding a toy boat, sitting on a capstan 23cm £30-50

33

A Lladro matt figure of a seated gentleman with hound at his feet 27cm £40-60

34

A Lladro 5 piece band of dog musicians 15cm, 20cm, 19cm, 22cm and 22cm £150-200
The double bass player and the seated guitar player both have repaired instruments. All figures are otherwise
in good condition.

35

A Lladro figure of a young girl holding a basket of fruit 22cm, a ditto of a seated goose girl 20cm £40-60
The 1st item has minor chips

36

An impressive Lladro group of 3 horses playing 44cm £200-300
This group is in very good condition having no chips, cracks, crazing or restoration.

37

An impressive Lladro group of 2 horses playing 37cm £150-200
This group is in very good condition having no chips, cracks, crazing or restoration.

38

A Lladro figure of a gentleman holding a violin case under his arm 36cm, a ditto of a fisherman smoking a pipe
38cm, both matt finish £50-75
The sailor's pipe has been repaired. Both figures are otherwise in good condition.

39

A Lladro 2 handled baluster vase decorated in the Chinese taste with figures beneath a tree 40cm £150-180

40

A Herend figure group of 2 rabbits 9cm £50-75

41

A Herend figure of an owl sitting on a trunk 14cm £50-75

42

A Herend figure of an owl sitting on a rock 13cm £50-75

43

A reproduction figure of a Galle cat the yellow ground decorated with flowers 33cm £50-80

44

A reproduction figure of a Galle cat, the blue ground decorated with flowers 33cm £50-80

45

A late 19th Century Meissen figure group Europa and the bull depicting 3 semi-clad ladies,raised on a Rococo
base 22cm ( photo centre pages ) £60-90
1 figure has a stuck arm, another a chipped foot,another a missing toe, the flowers are chipped, the bulls leg
is cracked and the cape is chipped there are firing cracks to the base

46

A Continental figure of a standing Dachshund 23cm, a Royal Copenhagen figure of a puppy 17cm and a ditto
of a puppy 11cm £40-50

47

A Poole Pottery turquoise glazed figure of an otter 12cm, 4 other figures £30-40

48

A Lladro figure of a seated hound 10cm, a ditto of a seated dog 15cm £30-40

49

A Lladro figure of a girl in a hooded coat 22cm and a ditto of a boy fisherman 4809 23cm £40-50
The second items has a stuck head

50

A moulded glass figure of an eagle raised on a square black base 22cm £30-40

51

A Lladro figure of a brown bear 11cm £30-40
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52

A Staffordshire pen holder in the form of a reclining greyhound 17cm (chipped), a Staffordshire hound with a
rabbit in its mouth 15cm (with paint loss), a group of two Scottish ladies 20cm, another of a lady and
gentleman 18cm and a group of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert 19cm (chipped) £40-60

53

A Lladro figure of a polar bear cub 9cm, a ditto 11cm £30-40

54

An Izabel K-J Denyer Studio Pottery table lamp of free form design 34cm £40-50

55

A Staffordshire figure group of a couple seated on a horse going to market 20cm, a ditto Gin and Water 21cm
and a figure of a girl 14cm £30-40
The last item is cracked

56

A Beswick figure - Leghorn no.1892 25cm together with a ditto of a cockatoo no.1180 20cm £40-60

57

A Lladro figure of a kneeling lady 17cm, ditto of a kneeling angel 13cm £30-40

58

A pair of Edwardian Continental two handled vases decorated with roses 39cm £30-40

59

A pair of Doulton Slaters oviform vases decorated with flowers 40cm £60-80

60

A pair of mallet shaped decanters and stoppers 28cm and a ditto 32cm £30-40

61

A Victorian clear glass table lustre with faceted drops 32cm £40-60
The facets are chipped

62

A Salopian conversation group of a lady playing a piano forte with a gentleman and 2 children raised on a
Rococo base with applied flowers 25cm £50-75
Some of the flowers are chipped there are very minor chips to the base

63

A Victorian Parian style figure of a semi-clad lady sitting on a rock with a shell in her hand 27cm, a ditto of a
lady carrying grapes and vines 30cm £40-60
Both figures are chipped

64

A pair of early 20th Century Continental figures of a lady and gentleman holdings masks 19cm £30-40
Both have very minor chips

65

A 20th Century painted porcelain, gilt metal mounted egg decorated with spring flowers 23cm £40-60

66

A Russian porcelain figure of a standing bear cub 13cm and 10 other Russian figures £40-50

67

A Royal Doulton figure - Silks and Ribbons HN2017 15cm and 5 Royal Doulton Dickens figures - Sairey Gamp
11cm, Macawber 10cm, Sam Weller 10cm, Pickwick 10cm and Charles Dickens 9cm £30-40

68

A pair of Edwardian mallet shaped decanters and stoppers 32cm and a matching ewer (cracked handle)
£30-40

69

A collection of green and clear glass chemists bottles £20-30

70

A Russian porcelain figure of a reclining dog 25cm and 10 other figures £30-40

71

A pair of Cauldon dessert plates decorated with flowers 22cm and 7 other plates £30-40
The Cauldon plates have minor contact marks but are otherwise in good condition. 3 of the other plates are
cracked and 1 has a chip to the underside. all of the additional 7 plates have some wear to the decoration.

72

A square spirit decanter decorated a water buffalo and rhinoceros 18cm and a cylindrical decanter with stopper
(unrelated) £30-40

73

A Lladro figure of a rabbit 5905 12cm, a ditto of a sleeping hound 17cm and an a eskimo boy with polar bear
cub 10cm £40-50

74

A Studio Pottery baluster vase and cover from The Land Shipping Potter 23cm together with a pair of Studio
Pottery dishes decorated with a hare and a deer 25cm £30-40

75

A Russian porcelain figure of a bear cub 12cm and 15 other porcelain figures £30-40

76

Eleven 19th Century Delft porcelain tiles decorated with figures, landscapes and buildings 13cm x 12cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150
All the tiles have minor chips
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77

A Staffordshire figure of a castle 23cm, a ditto money bank in the form of a country cottage 16cm and a floral
encrusted cottage 14cm £30-40
All have minor chips

78

A Studio glass baluster vase with striated decoration 17cm £30-40

79

An Edwardian Copeland dessert service with green and gilt rims enclosing painted floral sprays, comprising 19
plates, 3 scalloped dishes and 1 rectangular dish £200-300
1 plate is cracked and 1 dish is cracked there is minor rubbing to some pieces

80

A Russian figure of a tiger cub 12cm and 13 other figures of animals £30-40

81

A Studio blown glass triangular dish 15cm, an ashtray and paperweight £20-30

82

A Lladro figure of a young lady walking 2 dogs and 5 puppies 6784 30cm £200-250
This lot is in good condition

83

Two Royal Doulton figures - Will He Won't He HN3275 23cm and The Old Balloon Seller HN1315 19cm
£30-40

84

A pair of square cut glass spirit decanters and stoppers 23cm together with a mallet shaped decanter with later
stopper £30-40

85

A 20th century painted porcelain gilt metal mounted egg decorated with birds and flowers 23cm £40-60

86

A Lladro figure of a basset hound holding a newspaper in his mouth 17cm and a ditto of a family of geese 4895
10cm £30-40

87

A set of 5 Waterford crystal brandy glasses £40-60

88

A Lladro figure of an elephant cub with flowers behind its ear 6460 10cm together with a ditto goose 6cm
£30-40
There are minor chips to the flowers

89

A Spode commemorative wall plate - The Golden Jubilee of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 1952-2002
no.268/500, boxed, 28cm £20-30

90

A Lladro figure of an angel 22cm £40-60

91

A Lladro figure of a swan 5230 21cm £30-40

92

A Lladro figure of a girl at a water pump with a family of geese at her feet 23cm £50-70
The pump handle is broken

93

A Lladro group of 2 nuns 33cm £30-40
One has a stuck head

94

A Lladro group of a young boy with a family of dogs 1535 16cm £30-40

95

A Lladro group of a young girl pushing a pram of puppies 5364 21cm £30-40

96

A Lladro group of a boy with a dog and puppies 5456 11cm £30-40

97

A Royal Doulton Morning Star coffee and dinner service comprising 10 coffee cups, 10 saucers, 5 medium
plates, 14 small plates, 6 dinner plates, sugar bowl, 4 dessert bowls, a coffee pot, milk jug, 2 sauce boats and
stands, a tureen and lid, a spare lid and an oval meat plate £40-60
1 coffee cup is cracked

98

An Edwardian flo bleu dinner plate 20cm, a quantity of decorative plates and meat plates, together with a slop
pail and chamber pot £30-40

99

A 19th Century glass and gilt decorated liqueur set comprising decanter 14cm, 6 tots 7cm and a circular glass
tray 17cm £30-40

100

A Russian figure of a bird 7cm and 7 other figures £30-40

101

A Minton part tea set with multi floral decoration comprising 6 tea cups, 6 saucers, 5 side plates, cream jug,
sugar bowl and sandwich plate £30-40
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102

A Royal Doulton Juliet tea and dinner service comprising 8 tea cups, 8 saucers, 8 small plates, 8 medium
plates, 8 large plates, 2 serving plates, teapot, milk mug, sauce boat and stand and 6 soup bowls £50-70

103

A clear glass Baccarat figure of a golfer 24cm £40-60

104

A Lawleys Tuscan china coffee set comprising coffee pot, cream jug, sugar bowl, 6 coffee cups and saucers
£30-40

105

A 19th Century Imari scalloped dish decorated with a vases of flowers 21cm, a ditto dish 21cm and a deep
bowl 25cm £30-40
The 2nd item is cracked

106

A set of 3 Imari transfer print plates decorated with Mon and 2 other plates £20-30

107

An 18th Century famille rose mug decorated with birds amongst flowers with an entwined handle 15cm ( photo
centre pages ) £50-75

108

A 19th Century Chinese famille verte group of 2 standing gentleman, 1 holding a lidded box the other a gnarled
staff, raised on a rectangular base 20cm £40-60
Both figures have stuck heads, the staff is broken, the base is cracked

109

A Chinese famille rose pedestal bowl decorated with figures crossing a bridge, character mark to base 24cm
together with a Cantonese egg shaped box and cover decorated with figures 5cm £50-75

110

A pair of early 20th Century Japanese porcelain cylindrical boxes and covers decorated with grasshoppers,
birds and insects 16cm £30-40
Both have chipped lids and bases

111

A Chinese ceramic figure of a cockerell 19cm, a ditto 16cm £40-60
Both have very minor chips

112

A Satsuma baluster vase decorated with flowering trees having a chased metal floral lid 29cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

113

A Chinese rock crystal carved figure of a standing shi shi 7.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

114

A 19th Century Chinese double scent bottle the interior decorated with trees and buildings 5.5cm together with
a soapstone carving of a horse 11cm £40-60

115

A Chinese rock crystal seal surmounted by a standing shi shi 5cm £50-75
There are numerous chips to the base

116

A Meiji period Japanese carved ivory Netsuke in the form of a building with figures seated inside, raised on a
rocky outcrop, signed, 4cm £100-150

117

A Chinese rock crystal carving of a shi shi 4cm £100-150

118

A Meiji period Japanese carved ivory and shibayama Netsuke in the form of a man standing beside an
elephant, signed, 3cm £100-150

119

A Chinese carved hardstone figure of a reclining shi shi 5cm £50-75

120

A Meiji period Japanese carved ivory okimono of a standing man with a child kneeling at his feet holding a
peach, signed 5cm £100-150

121

A Japanese Meiji period carved ivory cylindrical box and cover decorated with carp beneath wisteria, 6cm
£50-75

122

A Meiji period Japanese turned ivory cylindrical box with lacquered decoration the lid with a mask 4.5cm
£40-60

123

A Meiji period Japanese carved ivory okimono of a seated scholar 6.5cm, 3 other carved figures, a warrior on
horseback, a bird and a reclining horse £50-75
All items have damage
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124

A pair of Koran Ware transfer print tapered vases with chinoiserie scenes and serpent handles, with lids 43cm
£30-40
Both vase and lids have been restored

125

A Cantonese teapot decorated with figures and flowers with recess lid in a fitted wicker case, 3 Provincial blue
and white ditto £40-60

126

A jade figure of Shou Lao, c1900, the figure in grey-green stone standing holding a ru-i sceptre above a boy
with a peach, 15cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
There is a chip to foot

127

A jade figure of a Buddhist lion 5.5cm £80-120

128

A jade figure of Guan Yin, c.1900, seated and carved in the grey-green stone holding the Vase of the Essence
of Life, a bird swooping with a rosary above her shoulder, 10.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There are minor chips to the figure

129

An early 20th Century small ivory table screen, almost square and carved in relief with a fisherman on a
riverbank amazed at an immortal and maiden in the clouds, 9.8cm, with original carved hardwood stand,
combined height 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

130

A 19th/20th Century jade boulder carving, the pale grey-green stone with amber inclusions carved with small
figures of Shou Lao with his staff and a boy carrying his peach approaching a river under a mountain overhang
and pines, two bats flying above, 19.5cm with stand ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

131

A 20th Century Chinese carving of Budai, the God standing with staff and huge bag in grey-tinted translucent
glass or quartz, 14cm, with stand £150-200
The figure has numerous chips

132

A Japanese Meiji period bronze and ivory mounted figure of a girl sitting on a trunk with a basket before her
containing carved ivory fruit, signed, 14cm, on a wood stand ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
One foot is stuck and chipped, there are pieces of fruit missing, both arms, both feet and the head have been
restuck

133

A mid 19th Century painted marble screen, formed of numerous white tablets with brightly coloured dignitaries
and ladies between women and children, inscriptions and precious objects, the reverse with rocky landscapes
and flowers, all mounted in hardwood framing surmounted by a carved and pierced crest of Shou and Chilong
and on a long stand, 66cm h x 109 cm w ( photo centre pages ) £500-700
One large tablet and one small tablet is cracked

134

A second half of the 19th Century soapstone table screen, the chocolate-coloured stone carved with four
houses built on rocks by a lake under pine trees and with details including a farmer with a buffalo, others in a
rice field, mountains in the distance isolated in toffee-coloured inclusions, 33.5cm x 26.5cm contained in a
carved hardwood stand total height 50cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

135

An unusual Mandarin palette porcelain Brush-washer or Cache-pot, c.1770, the slightly-flared body with panels
of figures reserved on iron-red under a black diaper ground, 15cm, carved wood stand (2) ( photo centre
pages ) £300-500
There is a chip to the foot

136

A Chinese silk work circular embroidery of an exotic bird contained in a circular hardwood frame and stand
34cm £40-60

137

A book of 12 Chinese rice paper paintings of fish, each signed 17cm by 28cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-800
All paintings are torn and some are holed
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
151

A carved wooden Maori Kotiate short hand club, "liver cutter" measuring 35 cm long x 13cm wide. The reke
(butt) of the handle a carved tiki with inset paua (abalone) eyes. At the base of the carved tiki a hole with
possible original harakeke (flax) string. The body of the club is carved in the rauponga pattern making the
origin likely to be the Waipu Valley on the North East Coast of New Zealand. The pattern consists in each
quarter a row of dog-tooth notches (pakati) on each side of which are parallel grooves (haehae) and ridges
(raumoa). The club body is inset 3 paua (abalone) shells. The club is identically carved each side and inset a
total of eight shells. ( photo centre pages ) £500-800

The edge to one top quarter has a chip 10mm long and 2 mm deep. A lower inner quarter also has a chip
5mm long and 1mm deep.
153

An Elizabeth II black leather Civil Service issue briefcase, interior marked Telegraphs PI 29cm x 41cm x 10cm
£20-30

155

An Eastern embossed brass charger decorated a chariot scene and signs of the zodiac surrounded by 28 oval
panels decorated figures and animals 62cm £40-50

156

An Art Nouveau wrought iron and mesh spark guard 66cm h x 92cm w x 21cm £50-70

157

A French Rococo 19th Century style gilt metal fire curb incorporating 2 end urns 56cm h x 139cm w x 15cm d (
photo centre pages ) £200-300
The centre section has 2 repairs

158

A Victorian cast iron boot scraper in the form of a seated unicorn 41cm h x 60cm w x 30cm d £40-60

159

A brown leather Gladstone bag 30cm h x 60cm w x 27cm d £40-60
There are some scuffs to the leather

160

A 1980's Worthing Borough Council double sided parking meter 140cm h x 19cm x 10cm £50-75

161

A pair of 19th Century brass spiral turned candlesticks together with 2 other 19th Century brass candlesticks
£30-40

162

Arthur Neadon, a bronzed figure of a standing race horse by a tree, 25cm h x 25cm w x 14cm d £30-40

163

A Japanese inlaid marquetry cabinet, the upper section with tambour shutter revealing 2 long drawers (1f), the
base fitted 1 long drawer 23cm x 24cm x 10cm £30-40

164

A pair of 19th Century Japanese bronze candlesticks in the form of lily pads with seated toads and snails 28cm
h x 20cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

165

A circular Newlyn style planished copper dish decorated fish 28cm diam. together with a circular embossed
copper bowl with bird and floral decoration 22cm diam. £30-40

166

Lockerbie and Wilkinson Ltd. a Lockwil patent brass lavatory door lock together with a Parker Winder and
Archer ditto (no keys) £40-50

167

A Gabonais Punu mask of a lady 30cm x 20cm £100-150

168

A pair of cast iron yacht cleats 10cm x 20cm £30-40

169

A circular Art Nouveau embossed copper jardiniere with wavy border 16cm x 25cm £30-40
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170

An engraved Turkish coffee pot 33cm, a pewter plate with bracketed border, the reverse with touch marks
24cm, an oval pewter dish the reverse with touch marks and bracket border 27cm, 2 pewter beakers
monogrammed 10cm (some dents), a pair of pewter half pint measures the bases marked Hampton, a
miniature coffee pot and sugar bowl £40-60

171

A copper twin handled preserving pan 38cm together with a pewter charger 46cm (some corrosion) £40-60

172

A pair of WWI brass Trench Art vases formed from 18lb shell cases marked 1916, 1 other dated 1915, a large
brass shell case marked M14 1963, 3 40mm shell cases dated 1943, 1950 and 1955, a brass Trench Art vase
dated 1942 engraved a cottage and a Trench Art vase formed from an 18lb shell case marked 1917 and a
button stick £40-50

173

An Ivory Coast Heddle pulley, the top carved a mouse 36cm x 10cm £60-80

174

A pair of American WWI trench art jugs formed from shell cases, 1 marked 75DEC H2601 15 USA, the other
ARSL 117.13S 75DEC 15cm x 8cm £20-30

175

After L M Lafuente, a Spanish limited edition bronze figure of a lady seated by a rocky outcrop 37cm x 14cm x
13cm £80-120

176

Farrow and Jackson, a Victorian copper 2 gallon harvest measure 34cm x 30cm £40-60
There are some dents to this item

177

Two African carved wooden portrait busts of ladies 24cm x 13cm x 8cm together with 2 ditto carved wall masks
33cm x 20cm £30-40

178

A pair of Japanese cloisonne enamelled club shaped vases raised on pierced hardwood stands 21cm h x 7cm
£30-40

179

The Ceaga Minor's lamp (some corrosion) together with 3 19th Century Japanned coaching lamp (1 with
cracked glass) £30-40

180

A circular pewter plate marked Barkers 25cm diam., an English Pewter planished pewter cream jug, 11
planished pewter cream jugs, 3 pewter measures, miniature pewter tankard £30-40

181

A 19th Century brass chamber stick, 2 brass squat candlesticks, tea gong, martingale hung 3 horse brasses,
trivet, and a small brass jug £30-40

182

A British Railway lantern £30-40

183

A victorian pewter quart measure and 4 pewter tankards £30-40

184

A fire watchers black painted helmet marked W (no liner), a yellow painted steel helmet (no liner and corrosion
holes) together with a minors safety helmet and lamp £30-40

185

Of railway interest, a green glass club shaped bottle impressed LMS Hotels £30-40

186

A brick match striker contained in an inlaid wooden marquetry box with hinged lid 15cm x 24cm x 13cm £30-40

187

A circular copper kettle (some dents) 30cm h x 23cm diam. £30-40

188

Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted crocodile 5cm h x 54cm l x 7cm w £40-60
There is some damage to the end of the tail and 1 of its paws

189

A Sankey and Sankey Victorian copper brass jug 30cm h x 15cm, an Indian brass vase 10cm x 11cm, a
Benares brass charger decorated a peacock and a planished brass tray 35cm diam. £20-30

190

A bronzed figure of a race horse with jockey up, raised on an oval base 15cm h £30-40

191

A pair of copper and brass trench art sugar scuttles marked 75 DE C 76 10cm x 16cm x 8cm £20-30

192

A Dresser style circular copper kettle with iron handle 9cm x 20cm £30-40

193

A military issue field telephone incorporating a morse key £30-40

194

A pair of iron costermongers scales complete with weights £50-75

195

A circular brass preserving pan with polished steel swing handle 11cm h x 24cm diam. £30-40

196

A Crompton Parkinson Ltd. wind direction indicator contained in a brass case 10cm x 29cm x 8cm £30-40
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197

A Victorian brass 3 piece fireside companion set comprising shovel, poker and tongs £30-40

198

A rectangular pressed metal oil can, the base marked G.S.W 1942, an Esso pressed metal petrol can base
marked Valor 2838 and 1 other metal can marked Viro 1045 with Spratts cap and a Sunoco oil can £30-40

199

A 19th Century 6 shot self cocking percussion pepper pot revolver with 7cm barrel ( photo centre pages )
£200-300
Two of the percussion nipples are missing, it no longer self cocks and there is some slight corrosion to the
barrel

200

A 19th Century percussion lock pistol, the 19cm barrel with proof marks, the lock marked Kingdon £60-80
The hammer is missing

201

Tatham and Egg, a 19th Century flintlock pistol with 22.5cm octagonal barrel, the barrel and lock both marked
Tatham and Egg the barrel also marked 229, having a silver plaque to the pommel marked Tatham Eggs
Improvement 229 together with a turned wooden and polished steel ram rod 22cm ( photo centre pages )
£300-400
The hammer is broken, there is a hole to the trigger guard and there is corrosion to the barrel

202

An Indian flintlock gizzelle with 54cm engraved barrel and inlaid brass and ivory stock ( photo centre pages )
£70-90
The ram rod is missing, there is damage to the ivory stock end

203

An Indian Kris style dagger with 22cm blade, horn grip and leather scabbard £20-30

204

A Jambuka style dagger with 22cm blade contained in a gilt metal and "silver" scabbard with wooden grip
£30-40

205

A double bladed knife, the 17cm blade marked HAT 1942 complete with scabbard £40-60

206

A Taylor eye witness double bladed fighting dagger, the 17cm blade marked Taylors Witness Sheffield
England, there is no scabbard £30-40

207

A Wilkinsons Boer War Lee Metford bayonet, the blade with crowned VR and number 494 complete with
scabbard £50-75

208

A Remington 1917 American bayonet complete with scabbard £40-60

209

A horn and leather powder flask 29cm, a leather and steel shot flask 21cm (some corrosion to the leather)
£30-40

210

An African double edged dagger with 20cm glade and wooden grip contained in a leather scabbard with belt
together with a crescent shaped ditto 32m £30-40

211

A wooden and brass model of a canon with 15.5cm brass barrel raised on a wooden stand £20-30

212

A 19th Century iron model cannon with 14cm barrel, raised on an associated wooden gun carriage £40-60

213

A WWII military issue machete with 37cm blade marked J J B 1944 and with crows foot mark complete with
scabbard £30-40
There are some nicks to the blade and cracks to the leather grip

214

A Victorian officers triple bar hilted sword, the etched blade with royal cipher complete with scabbard £100-150
There is some light rust ot the scabbard

215

A pair of African spears with 28cm leaf shaped blades, mounted on turned wooden and hide covered shafts
£50-75

216

A South African military slouch/side hat with hackle and a Middlesex Officer's service dress cap by Herbert
Johnson, a brown beret by Lott and Co. and a military issue Royal Artillery beret £30-40

217

A spear with 20cm double edged leaf shaped blade together with 1 other spear with a 39cm blade £30-40

218

A Joseph Lucas Aceta Mator no.514 bicycle lamp £30-40

219

An Art Nouveau WMF style pewter twin handled vase frame with floral decoration 14cm x 5cm diam. £30-40
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220

A 17th/18th Century brass mortar and pestle 11cm x 14cm £30-40

221

A polished stone ashtray set a fossil 16cm (cracked), a section of desert rose and other geological specimens
£30-40

222

T J and J Smith London, a pair of Victorian brass letter scales raised on a wooden stand complete with 6
weights £40-60

223

A Fijian rootstock 'Vunikau' war club, 65cm long, the width of the rootstock head approx 10cm. The smooth
handgrip is approx 10cm long. ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
The handle is fractured with three 14cm splits from the base. There in no trace of sennit binding.

224

A Victorian brass and pierced steel fender, the sides fitted removable associated companion stands with
shovel, poker and tongs, raised on bun feet 79cm h x 112cm h x 26m d £100-150

225

An 8oz brass bell weight the base marked 887, an Avery 1lb bell weight base marked 378, 4 other bell weights
7lb, 4lb, 2lb, bases marked 177 £40-50

226

A WMF waisted copper Turkish coffee pot with iron and straw work handle, the base with WMF mark 10cm x
10cm, 1 other similar base marked LC 7cm x 6cm, brass money box in the form of a barrel 8cm x 5cm, 2
Benares brass spirit measures and a small collection of copper and brassware £30-40

227

A cylindrical engraved copper Turkish coffee pot with brass handle and finial 26cm h x 13cm diam. ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150

228

A cloisonne figure of a bird 9cm x 13cm, a 19th Century rectangular horn snuff box, the lid decorated figures
and marked Leserment Des Tmois Sisses 1cm x 7cm x 4cm, a circular bronze censer with vinery decoration
raised on 3 pierced supports 8cm x 7cm £30-40

229

A rectangular Chinese lacquered box the lid decorated Geishas with hinged lid 6cm x 28cm x 8cm £26-36

230

Three Rimfly centre pin fishing reels and a Rimfly 2 fishing reel with spare spool £20-30

231

A wooden box containing various lures and hooks £30-40

232

A Hardy Bros. 2 piece fishing rod, the detachable butt marked The Perfection no.95176A in original cloth bag
together with a Foster twin section fishing rod marked 11229 Foster Ashbourne in original cloth bag £40-50

233

A Chinese bronze figure of a dragon 12cm h x 22cm w x 5cm d £40-60

234

Lorenzl, an Art Deco spelter table lighter in the form of a standing naked lady raised on square base 18cm x
10cm x 10cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
Some scratches to the body and the side

235

A French bronze figure of Cavalryman from the Cadre Noir raised on a wooden base 25cm x 16cm x 11cm,
indistinctly signed to the base £100-140

236

A Chinese rectangular antimony trinket box, the hinged lid decorated a dragon 12cm h x 9.5cm w x 9.5cm d
£30-40

237

A geological specimen 5cm x 4cm x 2cm £30-40

238

The M Hohner Super Chromatic harmonica boxed, a ditto Blues Band and a Parrot harmonica £30-40

239

A Russian painted and lacquered egg decorated a portrait of Tsar Nicholas II 9cm x 5cm £30-40
There is some paint loss to the front

240

An Agiflex camera, the back marked Croydon England R6684 complete with leather case together with a
Weston Mast IB light meter and a Goerz Frontra box camera £40-50

241

A Minolta Hi.Matic F camera, an Olympus OM30 camera together with a Canon Demi camera, a Mirage lens
28M 1:2.8MC micro lens and an Olympus OM-System Zuiko auto-T 135mm 1:33.5410050 lens £40-50

242

An Otis King pocket calculator, model K complete with instructions £40-50

243

A Flatters and Garnett Ltd microscope together with a collection of various lenses £50-75
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244

A WRP no.20242 single pillar students microscope boxed, a Busch Rathenow single pillar microscope
no.19832 boxed (box damaged) and a W Watson and Sons minocular £40-50

245

A C Baker electric single pillar students microscope marked C Baker 0503, a students microscope no.2 in
cardboard box together with an oak microscope box £40-50

246

A C Baker Japanned and gilt metal single pillar microscope no.6492 complete with carrying case £80-100

247

J Swift of 43 University Street, London, WC, a student's 19th Century gilt metal monocular microscope, cased
£100-150
The objective lens is missing

248

A Victorian bayonet having a 43cm blade marke with royal cypher £40-60
There has been some vigorous cleaning to the metal on the blade and the scabbard

249

Edward and Sons, a pair of gilt metal and red leather opera glasses, cased together with a gilt metal binocular
£30-40

250

An ARP whistle together with a Acme city whistle (2) £26-36

251

50 Britains farmyard animals including 8 shire horses (1f, some have bent legs), 3 horses (1f), a donkey, 8
cows (3 f) and a car, 5 turkeys (1f), goose (leg f), 16 sheep (3 f), yew and lamb, 4 pigs (3 f) £30-40
All items are play worn

252

Three Britains figures of Hussars, 6 Britains figures of lancers (5 f) and a ditto mounted colonial officer £40-50

253

14 various models of Yesteryear Y1 1911 Ford Model T, Y2 1911 Renault, Y3 1910 Mercedes Benz, Y4 1909
Opel Coupe, Y6 1913 Cadillac, no.8 1914 Sunbeam, Y8 1914 Stutz, Y12 Pickard 1912 Landaulet (x 2), Y14
1911 Maxwell Roadster, Y15 1907 Rolls Royce, Y16 1904 Spyker and Y12 Thomas Flyer together with Y15
Packard Victoria £40-60

254

A collection of Dinky model motor cars including a 23K Talbot Lago, 232 Alfa Romeo, 23N Maserati and a 108
MG Midget boxed (damage to the flap of the box) and an empty box for a Dinky Super Toy 956 turntable fire
escape £80-100

255

A gentleman's black silk top hat by Berkeleys 125 Victoria Street, complete with carrying case, size 6 7/8
£30-40

256

A pair of elm bellows carved The Green Man 102cm h x 25cm £30-40

257

A large brass shell case marked 45 Inmks 3-5 gun, dated 1957 £30-40

258

A Victorian style cast iron umbrella stand with eagle decoration containing a collection of various walking sticks
£50-70

259

A Victorian pierced brass fender 25cm h x 131m w x 26m d together with 2 associated fire iron stands with
poker, shovel and tongs £100-150
A boss section is missing to the tongs

260

A 19th Century "The Empire Otes Patent wall paper trimmer" 15cm h x 84cm w 49cm d £50-75

261

A Victorian taxidermy stuffed and mounted perch in naturalistic surroundings, contained in a bow front case
31cm h x 45cm w x 12cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
The glass is loose

262

A Victorian orange opaque glass oil lamp reservoir complete with shade and chimney, 58cm h x 17cm
together with 1 other with opaque pink and floral glass reservoir raised on a pierced metal base 60cm h x
17cm diam., both converted to electricity £40-60

263

A Victorian salt glazed chimney pot 97cm h x 34cm diam. £50-70

264

A painted chimney pot decorated with a procession of figures, suitable for use as a stick stand £40-60

265

Nine various Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3, Y8 x 2, Y10, Y13, Y14, Y12, Y17, Y15, all boxed £30-40

266

Nine limited edition Matchbox models together with 7 Matchbox Models of Yesteryear £40-60
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267

102 Matchbox Models of Yesteryear £50-75

268

A River Rossi OO gauge model locomotive and tender, a Union Pacific heavy freight locomotive 4-8-4 in a
glass case £40-60

269

A 19th Century oval wooden water bottle 15cm x 10m with leather strapping £50-75

270

A red and green Meccano working model of a crane 34cm h x 11cm £30-40

271

A hunting crop with staghorn handle together with a malacca swagger stick with planished white metal terminal
£30-40

272

A 1940's Murphy 146 radio, contained in a walnut case 81cm h x 67cm w x 16cm d £40-60
A section of veneer is missing to the left hand edge

273

A pair of antique style Chinese carved white marble figures of shi shi raised on scroll bases 62cm £900-1100

274

An Adams style steel and polished brass fire grate 70cm h 58cm w x 33cm d £50-75

275

A circular copper copper 37cm h x 50cm diam. £80-120

276

A hexagonal green painted iron hanging lantern 30cm x 34cm with wrought iron bracket 64cm h £50-75

277

A Frontalini accordion with 48 buttons £40-60

278

A Tressie and Co of London gentleman's black silk top hat, size 7 1/4 £40-60
There is some moth damage to the band

279

A brass and copper coaching horn complete with leather bucket 99cm l £60-80

280

A planished copper Turkish coffee pot 37cm h x 22cm, together with a copper and brass kettle with acorn finial
27cm h x 16cm diam. £30-40

281

Two rectangular Batik printing blocks 7cm x 15cm x 14cm and 6cm x 15cm x 11cm, a turned oak bowl 10cm x
7cm, 1 other walnut bowl 10cm x 15cm and a cylindrical vase 9cm x 7cm £30-40

282

A cast iron sign marked London, Midland and Scottish Railway Co. Notice as To Trespassing 45cm x 59cm
£50-75

283

A French gilt metal Rococo style fire curb with 2 pierced gilt metal end irons in the form of lidded urns 50cm w
x 13cm h x 13cm d £300-400

284

A Victorian style cast iron fluted garden urn with egg and dart border 44cm x 37cm £80-120

285

A Victorian gilt metal 3 section stamp box the lid set 3 stamps 3cm x 4cm x 3.5cm together a gilt metal and
bevelled glass wedge shaped trinket box/watch case 7cm x 6cm x 6cm £50-75

286

A WW1 steel knuckle duster 19cm x 6.5cm £80-120

287

A 1920's bead work purse 11cm x 18cm (some loss of beads to the reverse) together with a beadwork necklet
with square panel £30-40

288

Hermes, a lady's silk headscarf, the centre marked La Promenade De Longchamps 87cm x 87cm together
with a Hermes envelope and carrier bag £50-75

289

A George III 8 page indenture £40-50

290

A Hezzanith R465 sextant complete with certificate dated 12th November 1946, contained in an oak carrying
case £140-180
There is rubbing in places to the blackened metal body, a screw to the handle on the base is loose and is not
functioning

291

Lillian Russell and G G Kilburne "George Elliott, Her Early Life" £30-50

292

Oistros (Wolfe, Humbert) "Truffle Eater", pretty stories and funny pictures, a satirical view of The Third Reich,
published by Arthur Barker Ltd, London £100-150

294

One volume "Cattermole's Illustrated History of The Great Civil War - Charles I and Cromwell" (some foxing
and water damage) together with a bound edition of "Country Life" January to March 1919 £35-45
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295

The Stanley Gibbons Royal Wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer album of mint
Commonwealth stamps, 2 stock books of Elizabeth II GB mint and used stamps and a stock book of
Commonwealth mint and used stamps £30-50

296

A Stamford album of Victoria and later mint and used GB and world stamps including Argentina, Australia,
Canada, Jersey, South African, Spain, Sweden, USA, a 1992 Olympic Games album of world stamps, an
album of Coronation of The Queen anniversary first day covers, a box file containing a set of 2008 proof coins,
various first day covers, loose stamps etc £30-50

297

A Royal Mail red album of Edward VIII and later world stamps - GB, Germany, China, Canada, etc, 2 stock
books of George V and later GB mint and used stamps, a stock book of world stamps, an Improved stamp
album, an Atlas stamp album, a Trusty stamp album and a Hunters album of world stamps, 3 paper stock
books, 1 other of mint and used world stamps and a small envelope of world stamps £40-60

298

A Lord Nelson album of world stamps, a Royal Standard album of world stamps - GB, Germany, Spain, a stock
book of GB Elizabeth II used stamps, an album of world stamps - China, Dominica, a green stock book of mint
and world used stamps and 2 blue albums of world stamps £30-50

299

A quantity of GB first day covers, French postal stamps, etc £30-40

300

A Harold blue album of world stamps including India, France, Czechoslovakia, etc, a Standard album of mint
and used world stamps, Netherland, Iran, Iceland, Germany, an Atlas album of mint and used world stamps
GB, Germany, Royal Mail album of mint and used stamps, 2 albums of mint and used worlds stamps, album of
GB first day covers, 3 stock books of world stamps £30-40

301

A Movaleas green album of mint and used world stamps including GB George VI and later, Holland, German,
France, Denmark, Czechoslovakia, South Africa, Rhodesia, Northern Coast, India together with a Bounty
stamp album of world stamps George V and later GB and Commonwealth £40-50

302

Six albums of world stamps together with a stock book of world stamps £30-40

303

Four stock books of used world stamps, 2 albums of world stamps and a collection of first day covers £30-40

304

A collection of used world stamps, some on paper £30-40

305

A collection of loose leaf world stamps, GB and others £30-40

306

A quantity of cigarette cards, Wills, Players and Churches £30-40

307

A quantity of cigarette and tea cards £30-40

308

A circular gilt metal and glass 6 tier light fitting hung lozenges 39cm h x 25cm diam. £30-40
8 lozenge drops are missing

309

Taxidermy, 2 stuffed and mounted fighting pheasants (some feather loss to one) 94cm h x 48cm w x 19cm d
£60-80

310

Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted fox 50cm h x 72cm w x 20cm d £50-75

311

Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted Capercaillie raised on an oval naturalistic base 65cm h x 75cm w x 34cm d
£70-90

312

Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted fox on a rectangular mahogany plaque with pheasant 29cm h x 91cm w x
17cm d £50-75
There is some moth to the back of the fox, the pheasants beak has a ring through it

313

Taxidermy, an arrangement of 2 mink, an owl, a jay and a kestrel, set in a naturalistic surrounding within an
ebonised case 79cm h x 88cm w x 22cm d £100-150

314

Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted cock pheasant with hen pheasant, set in naturalistic surroundings, cased
43cm h x 70cm w x 31cm d £50-75

315

A small quantity of of lead soldiers £30-40
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316

An Art Deco style plaster table lamp in the form of a standing naked lady holding a globe, raised on a stepped
base, marked RD817180 246 together with an associated glass shade 72cm h x 25cm w x 15cm d £50-75
There is some paint loss to the back of the ladies gown in places

317

A small collection of cigarette cards contained in a metal tin, mostly Wills £30-40

318

Two African carved Niger paddles 144cm l x 13cm w £40-60
One has a damaged tip and both have damaged base

319

One volume "Chatham, Rochester, Gillingham, Observer Naval and Military Gazette" for the year 1937, half
leather bound £50-70

320

A WWII steel helmet marked HF 1939 JSS complete with liner together with 1 other marked A38? complete
with liner, a 1950's steel helmet complete with liner and a WWII Civil Defence respirator £30-40

321

An Eastern circular copper charger 71cm, an engraved jar and cover and 1 other, brass ladle, 2 copper ladles,
a cream skimmer and a foot warmer £30-40

322

A large Victorian carved pine and painted scroll shaped bracket 110cm x 107cm x 34cm £120-150
There are signs of old but treated worm and some splits in the carved acanthus decoration.

323

A Victorian faceted peach glass reservoir raised on a pierced iron stand complete with chimney 58cm x 18cm
together with a pink opaque glass oil lamp reservoir with pink tinted glass shade and chimney, raised on a
reeded brass column 71cm h x 15cm £40-60

324

A lady's single breasted Aquascutum shower proof rain coat/mac £30-40

325

An onyx Betjeman Patent 2 division cigarette box 20cm £30-40
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
401

Donald Ayres (b.1936), oil on board signed, West Country winter landscape 30cm x 40cm £350-450

402

Donald Ayres (b.1936), oil on board signed, Devon landscape at sunset, 29cm x 39cm ( photo centre pages )
£500-700

403

Edward Hersey (b.1948), oil on canvas signed, cockerell and chicken in a farmyard 29cm x 39cm ( photo
centre pages ) £800-1000

404

Lionel W Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), print, signed in pencil "The Last Chukker" 15cm x 28cm
£40-60

405

George Buday (1907-1990) a limited edition print, signed George Buday London 1941, entitled "Britannia
1940-1941" no. 11/50 22cm x 21cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-70

406

G Vernon Stokes, a coloured print, signed in pencil no.46/75, hunting dog with duck 23cm x 31cm £40-60

407

S McKinley, watercolour signed, Thames scene with moored vessels 34cm x 24cm £50-75

408

George Buday (1907-1990), etching, "Spring" first proof 1950 11cm x 11cm £50-70

409

Henry Moore, (1831-1895) oil on canvas, seascape, with Cider House Galleries label to the back, 23cm x
39cm £700-900

410

Johannes Norden, map of Middlesex with coloured borders 27cm x 33cm £50-70

411

William Kip, map of Cornwall with coloured borders and vignette 29cm x 39cm £50-70

412

William Kip, map of Kent with coloured borders 28cm x 38cm £50-70

413

William Kip, map of Westmoreland with coloured borders 27cm x 31cm £50-70

414

Richard Haines, (1906-1984), oil on board signed, figures and animals in a boat 61cm x 51cm £100-150

415

B Saida, oil on canvas, moonlit study of figures in a street market, 62cm x 50cm £50-70

416

J F Herring, coloured engraving, "Birmingham, The Winner of the Great St Leger Stakes at Doncaster 1830"
30cm x 41cm £40-60

417

D Small, watercolour signed, Crail Harbour, 15cm x 29cm £40-60

418

Charles Edward Dixon (1872-1934) watercolours, study of a yacht 13cm x 7cm together with one other study
of a thatched cottage at Itchenor with sailing boats in the background, signed and dated '34 11cm x 23cm
£150-200

419

G Arnfield, oil on canvas, "The Rat Trap" depicting 2 terriers 14cm x 21cm £40-60

420

Marcella Smith (1887-1963) watercolour, still life study of peony, 39cm x 49cm £100-140

421

James Peel (1811-1906), oil on canvas signed, harvesters with figures, horses and distant hills, 28cm x 44cm
£200-300

422

Map of Dieppe Bombarde 1694, engraving study of Dutch and English ships firing on the fortified city of
Dieppe, 12cm x 17cm £50-70

423

Oil on board, unsigned, 2 Japanese warriors fighting on a beach with attendants and distant boats 88cm by
120cm £50-70

424

20th Century, print, lady before a cottage, 25cm x 36cm £20-30

425

A Cartmel - Crossley, proof print, signed in pencil, loch scene, 215/350 36cm by 50cm £40-60
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426

A Victorian style oil painting, unsigned, figures in an Eastern street, 38cm by 28cm £50-70

427

19th Century sampler with a country house, statuary and trees in a formal floral border with birds flowers and
trees by Sarah Bennett 1804 43cm x 29cm £100-150

428

20th Century oil on canvas, unsigned, study of 2 young girls in Victorian manner, 49cm x 39cm £50-75

429

Map, a new and accurate plan of the Cities of London, Westminster and Borough of Southwark with the new
roads and new buildings to the prefent year 1798 from the late survey to which is added many useful tables,
views and etc, with coloured vignettes including Nelson's Column, St Paul's Cathedral, Westminster Abbey
and The Queen's Palace together with a prospect of The Royal Palace at St James' 59cm x 105cm ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150

430

20th Century oil on canvas, study of Queen Elizabeth I, 82cm x 52cm £50-80

431

B Selous, oil on canvas signed, portrait of King Charles II after J M Wright, 75cm x 62cm ( photo centre pages
) £300-400
There is some paint loss to this painting

432

J. LeSaux, oil on board, Edwardian figures on a beach 49cm x 75cm £50-80

433

A Wickham, watercolour, unsigned, Brighton coastal scene, 25cm by 35cm £40-60

434

E Boudin, oil on board, figures on a beach 45cm x 54cm £50-80

435

Carlavilla, oil, on canvas, signed, study of a Fallera lady, 130cm x 97cm £50-80

436

L G Walpole, watercolour signed, harbour scene with distant buildings 30cm x 36cm £40-60

437

Celia Read, watercolour signed, "The Way We Are Together XXIV" 51cm x 38cm £40-60

438

19th Century oils on canvas a pair, unsigned, oval, study of a lady and gentleman 30cm x 24cm ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

439

Patrick Hughes, print signed in pencil, Breaking The Ice 174/250 23cm by 15cm £100-150

440

A Johnstone, mixed media, naive Dorset coastline, 32cm x 46cm £30-40

440a

Nick Mace (b1949) oil, on canvas,signed, sand dune scene with figures, 59cm by 75cm £50-80

441

David Bates, watercolour signed, village street scene with figures and animals 29cm x 54cm £40-60

442

Three 19th Century cartoons - "A Lawyer and his Agent", "A King and Constitution Forever" and "Neck or
Nothing or Quite The Kick" 16cm x 11cm £50-70

443

A painted miniature of a lady contained in a piano key octagonal frame 13cm and 2 19th Century silhouette
miniatures 11cm £30-50
One silhouette miniature has a cracked glass

444

R G Herbert, watercolour signed, an Edwardian view of London with St Paul's Cathedral 24cm x 32cm £50-70

445

F Guardi, oil on canvas unsigned, Continental town scape with boats and figures 47cm x 67cm £60-80

446

David Mead (1906 - 1986) oil on canvas, signed Horsham rural view, 59cm by 49cm £50-80

447

Edwin Earp (1851-1945), watercolour signed, a loch scene with steamer and boats 28cm x 45cm £50-75

448

A set of 6 19th Century coloured hunting prints 29cm x 36cm £100-150
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
451

An Edwardian repousse silver bachelor tea set comprising teapot, sugar bowl and cream jug decorated with
flowers and vacant cartouche, Sheffield 1903, gross 730 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

452

A pair of engine turned silver rectangular photograph frames 15cm x 10cm £30-50

453

A silver napkin ring Birmingham 1992 and an engine turned ditto, 30 grams £24-34

454

A William IV Old English pattern silver table spoon, London 1833, 4 others, 304 grams £80-120

455

An oval repousse and pierced silver bon bon dish Sheffield 1919 and a silver coffee spoon 36 grams £24-34

456

A Victorian octagonal repousse silver cream jug and sugar bowl London 1886, 200 grams £60-80

457

A William IV silver helmet shaped cream jug with engraved decoration and monogram, London 1831, 143
grams £40-60

458

A silver epergne with large centre tapered flute and 3 small tapered flutes on a spread base Birmingham 1913,
1916, 26cm £120-160

459

A pair of Edwardian silver and ivory fish eaters Sheffield 1902 £30-40

460

A silver serpentine box/tea caddy Birmingham 1917, 8cm, 162 grams £50-75
The lid is broken and the box is dented

461

A William IV silver caddy spoon with chased decoration, London 1834 and minor silver spoons 310 grams
£40-60

462

An 18th Century silver mounted shell snuff box, engraved, with monogram and 1759 8.5cm £120-160
The monogram is worn and there is a hairline crack to the back of the shell. The box does not close tightly.

463

A Victorian silver bombe shaped pill box Birmingham 1899 4.5cm £30-40

464

A set of Victorian silver cutlery comprising 5 dessert spoons, 5 teaspoons, 4 dinner forks and 3 dessert forks,
Sheffield 1899, 868 grams £150-200

465

A silver backed dressing table set comprising hand mirror, 2 hair brushes, 2 clothes brushes, Sheffield 1921
and a silver lidded jar £50-75

466

A silver napkin ring Sheffield 1943 and minor silverware 153 grams £40-60

467

An Edwardian silver novelty stamp holder in the form of an envelope and minor silver items 95 grams £50-75

468

An Art Deco style silver engine turned dressing table set comprising hand mirror, a pair of gentleman's hair
brushes, a hair brush and clothes brush £50-70

469

A Continental repousse silver rose water sprinkler 160 grams 27cm £50-75

470

A Victorian silver mounted tortoiseshell trinket box London 1887 and a Sterling silver spill vase £50-75

472

A Sterling silver serving spoon with pierced handle together with a plated cake slice 55 grams £30-50

473

An oval pierced silver dish decorated with scrolls, Sheffield 1938, 29 cm, 497 grams ( photo centre pages )
£220-260

474

A Victorian silver fish slice, London 1861, 225 grams £100-150

475

A silver cigarette case Birmingham 1914, 2 others, 238 grams £100-140

476

A George III silver Old English ladle, London 1805, 164 grams £70-90

477

Six, 1 oz silver ingots, 187 grams £100-140

478

A commemorative silver paper knife, Birmingham 1977 and a silver card case 92 grams £40-60

479

A pair of Victorian silver serving spoons with figural handles London 1897 and 1898, 135 grams £60-80

480

An Edwardian silver demi-fluted mug by Henry Wilkinson & Co, London 1903, 9cm, 143 grams £60-80
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481

A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1950, 2 others, 660 grams £300-350

482

A Victorian silver sauce boat, London 1872, 1 other, 246 grams £110-150

483

A rectangular silver treasury ink stand with 1 long compartment and 3 short lidded compartments, raised on
bun feet, London 1951, 18cm, 1095 grams ( photo centre pages ) £480-580

484

A cake knife with silver filled handle and silver blade 140 grams gross, 800 standard £60-80

485

A pair of repousse Indian silver bowls decorated with animals and buildings 163 grams, 8cm £70-90

486

A silver Art Deco 4 piece tea and coffee set, Sheffield 1932, with ebony mounts, gross weight 1851 grams (
photo centre pages ) £800-900

487

A silver bulbous bodied teapot with fruitwood handles London 1933, gross 553 grams, £240-300

488

An Indian repousse silver octagonal rectangular trinket box decorated with figures 9cm and an oval ditto 8cm,
295 grams £130-160

489

A silver sauce boat Sheffield 1920, 1 other, 159 grams £70-90

490

An engine turned silver ashtray Birmingham 1960 and minor cutlery, 210 grams £40-60

491

A silver 5 bar toast rack and 10 sterling silver sweetcorn picks, 93 grams gross £30-40

492

A Victorian silver salver with chased decoration and fancy rim on claw and ball feet, London 1872, 31 cm, 780
grams ( photo centre pages ) £250-300

493

An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1908 and a hip flask 129 grams £60-80
The hip flask is dented

494

A silver cigarette case Birmingham 1946, 2 others, 274 grams £120-150

495

A Continental silver menorah candle holder 507 grams, 29 cm £220-260

496

A Liberty & Co hammer pattern silver bowl with rope twist rim, Birmingham 1912, 11.5cm, 161 grams £200-300

497

A Victorian style silver bon bon dish London 1960, 15.5 cm £40-60

498

A pair of 19th Century French silver scallop shaped dishes with scrolling floral handles, 24cm 608 grams
£270-320

499

A scallop silver basket with swing handle raised on an oval pedestal foot 500 grams £220-260
The hallmarks are rubbed

500

A silver Georgian design jug with S scroll handle London 1913, 18cm, maker Herbert Charles Lambert, 722
grams ( photo centre pages ) £320-380

501

A French silver sugar bowl and cover with S scroll handles, 364 grams £160-190

502

A set of 6 Chinese silver octagonal dishes decorated with farming figures enclosed in pierced bamboo borders
13cm, 342 grams £150-200

503

A Persian silver rectangular cigarette box decorated with exotic birds amongst flowers with vacant cartouche
on figural feet, 20cm, 652 grams ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

504

An Edwardian fluted silver bowl, Sheffield 1909, 12cm, 135 grams £60-80

505

A pair of square scalloped sterling silver dishes 10cm, 122 grams £55-75

506

A set of six 800 standard gilt teaspoons, boxed, 65 grams £30-40

507

A silver 6 piece condiment set raised on pad feet, cased, Birmingham 1925, 75 grams together with a pair of
plated cased fish eaters £50-75

508

A silver cigarette case with chased decoration Birmingham 1918, 90 grams £30-40

509

Six Continental silver dessert forks and knives, cased, 220 grams £50-75

510

An Irish silver salver with pierced rim, engraved inscription and signatures, Dublin 1972, 1158 grams, 35cm (
photo centre pages ) £300-500

511

A set of six Continental silver teaspoons, 140 grams, cased £40-60
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512

A canteen of 800 standard cutlery comprising 6 dinner forks, 6 dessert forks, 6 fish forks, 6 table spoons, 6
dessert spoons, 6 fish eaters, 2114 grams together with 6 silver handled dinner knives and 6 silver handled
dessert knives £400-600

513

A Continental repousse silver bowl decorated with flowers 27cm, 429 grams ( photo centre pages ) £190-240

514

A cased set of silver gilt Faberge shell shaped table salts, the handles with entwined mice and a frog with
stamped 88 head and makers mark AN, 7cm ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

515

Six sterling silver cocktail stirrer spoons with charms £30-40

516

Eleven Chinese silver teaspoons with hardstone ends £30-40
One spoon is lacking a handle

517

A pair of Edwardian cut glass silver mounted knife rests, Birmingham 1907, 13cm £30-40

518

A pair of silver plated commemorative coin set dishes and a ditto christening spoon and fork £16-24

519

A novelty inkwell in the form of a silver plated mounted horses hoof inscribed "Billy" £80-100

520

A set of 6 silver dessert eaters with carved ivory pistol butt handles, Sheffield 1899 £50-75

521

A 1930's oak 2 drawer canteen containing a set of silver plated cutlery for 12 (131 pieces) £150-200

522

An Edwardian circular silver plated mirrored cake stand 39cm diam. contained in a fitted box £100-150

523

An oval silver plated entree set comprising meat cover and a tray £20-30

524

An octagonal silver plated commemorative dish and minor plated items £20-30

525

A silver plated 2 handled tray with cased scroll decoration 76cm £30-50

526

A silver plated 2 handled pedestal bowl 29cm and minor plated items £50-75

527

A silver plated 4 piece tea and coffee set and minor plated items £40-60

528

A modern repousse silver arch shaped photograph frame 25cm, 4 silver plated frames £30-40

529

An oval silver plated entree set and minor plated items £30-40

530

A silver plated muffin dish and cover and minor plated items £40-60

531

A double string of imitation pearls and minor costume jewellery £36-46

532

A pair of silver blue apatite ear studs £40-50

533

Two silver curb link necklaces 93 grams £60-80

534

Twelve silver bangles, 186 grams £90-120

535

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 102 grams £50-70

536

A silver fancy link necklace, 51 grams £24-34

537

A silver, enamelled, ruby and marcasite Poseidon brooch 5cm £40-50

538

A silver plaited necklace, 110 grams £50-70

539

A pair of silver black opal ear studs £55-65

540

A fancy link silver necklace and 2 bracelets, 125 grams £60-80

541

A silver cased keywind pocket £14-20
The hands are missing, the watch glass is broken and the watch is not working

542

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery, 104 grams £40-50

543

Three silver flat link bracelets, 205 grams £100-140

544

A paste set bracelet and minor costume jewellery £35-45

545

Four silver ball link necklaces, 72 grams £36-46

546

Four silver bangles, 118 grams £55-65

547

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery £65-75

548

A collection of minor costume jewellery £20-30

549

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £35-45

550

A silver gate bracelet, 17 grams £20-30
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551

A quantity of silver marcasite jewellery £50-70

552

A pair of oval treated ruby ear studs £45-55

553

Two silver charm bracelets 153 grams £70-90

554

A string of lapis lazuli style graduated beads 46cm (no clasp) and a string of green glass beads 66cm £20-30

555

A silver heart shaped bracelet and necklace, 65 grams £30-40

556

A pair of silver sapphire ear studs £40-50

557

A silver ingot and chain 81 grams £40-50

558

A silver brooch and minor costume jewellery £36-46

559

A silver pendant and minor silver jewellery 100 grams £50-70

560

Two silver necklaces, 76 grams £40-50

561

Six silver snake link necklaces, 49 grams £24-34

562

A silver Albert, swivel seal and brooch £40-50

563

A lady's silver engraved wristwatch, a smaller ditto £40-50
Both watches are working

564

A paste bracelet and minor costume jewellery £36-46

565

A pair of silver ethiopian opal ear studs £55-65

566

A silver pen knife, a miniature ditto and minor jewellery £30-40

567

A silver ingot pendant and minor silver jewellery £60-80

568

A silver dollar contained in a silver mount hung on a silver chain £30-40

569

A silver, enamelled, pearl and pierced portrait brooch £40-50

570

A Continental silver mesh belt, 140 grams £140-180

571

A silver flat link bracelet and 1 other bracelet, 50 grams £30-50

572

A silver, enamel, marcasite, ruby and black pearl brooch in the form of a peacock 5cm £36-46

573

A silver signet ring size P and 3 others £20-30

574

A paste set clip and minor jewellery £24-34

575

A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £30-40

576

A silver, enamel and cultured pearl brooch in the form of a butterfly 5cm £30-40

577

A Continental silver necklace, 100 grams £40-60

578

A stylish silver unicorn brooch and minor costume jewellery £50-70

579

A silver, enamel, tourmaline and marcasite moth brooch 7cm £40-50

580

A gentleman's silver cased keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £40-50
The watch is not working and the glass is loose

581

A silver and enamelled brooch, a ditto propelling pencil and minor costume jewellery £50-70

582

A pair of Georgian Irish silver tongs Dublin 1801 22cm, 120 grams £60-80

583

A pair of silver mounted circular wine coasters, Birmingham 1993, 19cm £40-50

584

A Georgian style silver salver with shell rim on scroll feet, London 1915, 28cm, 525 grams £130-160

585

A set of 12 Edwardian silver plated dessert eaters with fancy handles contained in a walnut case £60-90

586

A silver rope twist necklace with tassels 44 grams £30-40

587

A set of six silver teaspoons with dog head terminals, London 1962, 120 grams £40-50

588

An imitation pearl necklace and minor costume jewellery £30-40

589

A 15ct yellow gold gate bracelet and padlock clasp, 19 grams £180-220

590

A pair of 18ct white gold 7 stone diamond cluster ear studs, approx. 0.8ct, 10mm £650-750

591

A 14ct yellow gold cultured pearl cross-over ring size M £40-60

592

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold ring in the form of a saddle 27.5 grams, size Z £420-480
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593

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style amethyst, emerald and diamond drop earrings 37mm £260-300

594

A 9ct 2 colour gold twist bangle 11.7 grams £180-220

595

A 9ct yellow gold wishbone ring size J 3.3 grams £30-40

596

A pair of 9ct yellow gold diamond set earrings 5.3 grams, 33mm £80-100

597

A pair of 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond ear studs, approx. 0.6ct £450-480

598

A 9ct yellow gold charm in the form of a bulldog set with gem stones 12.1 grams £180-220

599

A pair of silver gilt peridot, amethyst and diamond floral earrings 25mm £320-360

600

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set pendant and chain 4.6 grams £140-180

600a

An 18ct yellow gold crossover diamond ring 2.3 grams, size L £70-90

600b

A 9ct yellow gold gem set cluster ring, 3 grams, size L 1/2 £45-55

600c

A 9ct yellow gold enamelled pendant 2.1 grams £30-40

600d

A 9ct rose gold diamond set ring 2.7 grams, size P £40-50

600e

A 9ct yellow gold watch chain with tassel 11.8 grams £180-220

600f

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring 4.7 grams, size R £140-180

600g

An 18ct yellow gold Edwardian diamond ring 2 grams, size N £75-95

600h

A 9ct yellow gold penguin charm and a pair of hoop earrings, 3 grams £45-55

600j

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond crossover ring 2.4 grams, size J 1/2 £70-90

600k

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring 6.1 grams, size X £90-120

600l

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring 2.2 grams, size M £65-85

600m

An 18ct white gold baguette cut gem set ring 5.6 grams, size N £160-190

600n

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set crossover ring 5.4 grams, size O 1/2 £85-110

600p

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring 2.6 grams, size N £40-50

600q

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl bar brooch 4.1 grams £60-80

600r

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond half hoop ring 2.4 grams, size Q £40-50

600s

A 9ct yellow gold ring in the form of a bird 3.2 grams, size P £50-70

600t

A pair of 18ct yellow gold oval engraved cufflinks 6.9 grams £220-250

600u

An 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, 3 grams, size K 1/2 £100-140

600v

A 9ct white gold pear shaped diamond ring 2.5 grams, size L 1/2 £40-50

600w

A 14ct yellow gold gem set cluster ring 2.6 grams, size L 1/2 £60-80

600x

A pair of 18ct yellow gold sapphire set oval earrings 2.6 grams £80-100

600y

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring 1.4 grams, size M £20-30

600z

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst and gem set ring 2.6 grams, size L £40-50

601

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond illusion set ring size N £50-70

602

A Sussex County Football Association 9ct yellow gold and enamelled fob - Senior Cup 1906/1907, won by
Hove FC, 8.7 grams, complete with original box ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

603

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style emerald and diamond drop earrings £320-360

604

A gentleman's steel cased Sekonda Deluxe wristwatch with black dial, the movement stamped 2209 £20-30
This watch is not working

605

A 9ct yellow gold tanzanite and diamond dress ring 2.2 grams, size L £36-46

606

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond half eternity ring, size L 1/2 £120-160

607

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring 4.3 grams, size T £65-85

608

A pair of silver gilt, blue topaz and diamond daisy style ear studs, 12mm £180-220

609

A 9ct yellow gold illusion set diamond ring 1.9 grams, size K £36-46

610

A pair of silver gilt, pale blue topaz and diamond floral earrings 25mm £180-220
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611

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold diamond, pink, grey and white pearl bar brooch, 65mm, 3.9 grams £200-250

612

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set ring size Q £300-350

613

A 9ct white gold diamond set half eternity ring size M £140-180

614

A 9ct yellow gold engine turned bangle 4.7 grams £70-90

615

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet 22 grams £180-220

616

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone graduated diamond ring, 3 grams, size T £95-120

617

A platinum, diamond and ruby marquise shape ring set with an oval cut ruby and flanked by princess cut
rubies, size M 1/2 £1250-1450

618

Two 9ct yellow gold Masonic fobs and a ditto chain, 14 grams £220-260

619

A 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz dress ring size P £30-40

620

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, 0.25ct, 4.6 grams, size S £80-100

621

A platinum oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.25ct surrounded by brilliant and
baguette cut diamonds size P £1000-1400

622

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring, size N £40-50

623

An Edwardian gold tie pin, 2 others and a bar brooch £30-40

624

A white gold paste set dress ring size P £60-80

625

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold diamond set bar brooch 3.2 grams, 45mm £200-250

625a

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond half hoop ring 1.8 grams, size R £30-40

625b

A 9ct yellow gold rope twist torque bangle 12.3 grams £190-240

625c

A 9ct white gold gem set ring 5.2 grams, size K 1/2 £80-100

625d

A 15ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring 2.9 grams, size L £75-90

625e

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond gypsy ring, 4.6 grams, size N 1/2 £190-240

625f

A 9ct yellow gold triple cluster ring, 3.6 grams, size R £55-75

625g

A pair of 9ct yellow gold Etruscan style hoop earrings 2.1 grams £30-40

625h

An 18ct white gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.10ct, 2.2 grams, size L £70-90

625j

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond crossover ring 1.9 grams, size L 1/2 £60-80

625k

An 18ct white gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.33ct, 2.7 grams, size P £90-120

625l

A 9ct yellow gold swan brooch 3.7 grams £55-75

625m

A Victory medal to 2.Lieut.L.A. Busby £20-30

625n

A Primrose League Dress badge and a sports medallion £20-30

625p

An Epsom race course 1979 Club stand enamelled badge with original paper envelope together with 13 other
enamelled race course badges for Epsom and Kempton from the 1980's and early 1990's £30-40

625q

A modern composition group of mice climbing a pumpkin 6cm, a ditto of ducks 5cm £16-24

625r

Six early British hammered coins £50-70

625s

A lady's Colibri cigarette lighter, 1 other and a chromium cigarette case £20-30

625t

A 1970's gilt cased Jaguar bedside timepiece with calendar dial 4.5cm £20-30

625u

Two silver dinares £30-40

625v

A Cartier gilt trophy dish contained in a fitted box £80-100

625w

A quantity of minor UK coins including pre-1947 60 grams £26-36

625x

Two Scottish Constitution Royal Arch Chapter jewels 1 set with paste together with a gilt metal Quatuor
Coronati Lodge jewel £60-80

625y

A Victorian commemorative medallion For the American Ladies Hospital Ship Fund 1899 £20-30

626

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size N £60-80

627

A gentleman's 9ct white gold diamond set and onyx ring, size X, 5.5 grams £80-100
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628

A 9ct yellow gold gem set buckle ring size N £80-100

629

An Edwardian circular gilt locket £20-30

630

An 18ct white gold oval sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx 1.18ct flanked by pear cut
diamonds each approx. 0.68ct, size O £700-900

631

A 9ct yellow gold cross-over pearl ring, size J 1/2, 2.5 grams £40-60

632

A pair of 9ct yellow gold oval aquamarine and diamond drop earrings, the centre stones approx. 2.5ct
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds 1.5ct £950-1150

633

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond pendant 25mm, 2.1 grams £30-40

634

A pair of 18ct yellow gold diamond set ear studs £60-80

635

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring, size L, 2.4 grams £85-100

636

An 18ct white gold tanzanite and diamond line bracelet, the oval tanzanites approx. 9.22ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds approx. 0.65ct, 18cm £1050-1350

637

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set Masonic ring together with a ditto tie pin 10.1 grams £160-190

638

A 9ct yellow gold bracelet, a pair of cufflinks and a signet ring 14.5 grams £100-150

639

Two pairs of 9ct yellow gold half hoop earrings 3.4 grams £50-70

640

An 18ct white gold diamond and emerald cluster ring, the centre emerald surrounded by brilliant and tapered
baguette cut diamonds, size N £2000-2500

641

Three 9ct yellow gold gem set rings size J, L 1/2 and M, 7.7 grams £120-150

642

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold hardstone signet ring size V £65-75

643

Two pairs of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 10.2 grams £160-190

644

A 9ct yellow gold baguette cut amethyst ring size P 1/2 £40-60

645

A 9ct yellow gold expanding bracelet 13 grams £200-250

646

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style garnet and diamond earrings 42mm £260-290

647

A 9ct double heart, pearl and turquoise bar brooch 1.7 grams £26-36

648

A 14ct white gold pear cut ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 7.43ct, surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.6ct size M 1/2 £550-650

649

A 9ct yellow gold paste set dress ring size Q £80-100

650

An 18ct yellow gold diamond ring, 2.2 grams, size N £65-85

651

A 14ct yellow gold oval cut amethyst and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 6.92ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.3ct, size M £450-550

652

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring 4.1 grams, size P 1/2 £120-150

653

A pair of 9ct white gold onyx cufflinks and a pair of ensuite studs, together with a pair of white metal studs
£60-80

654

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set double leopard head bangle with emerald eyes, 11.6 grams £180-240

655

A 10ct yellow gold gem set heart ring, size N 1/2 £50-70

656

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring 11.3 grams, size V £170-220

657

A yellow gold brilliant cut diamond and pearl bar brooch, the centre diamond approx 0.5ct, 32mm ( photo
centre pages ) £200-250

658

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold turquoise and diamond circular locket 9 grams £220-260

659

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond square shaped ring size O £350-400

660

A fine pair of platinum, diamond and detachable baroque pearl bow ear drops, comprising 34 brilliant cut
graduated diamonds and 40 baguette cut tapered diamonds each terminating in a baroque pearl 15mm, the
overall measurement 60mm, the gross weight 26 grams ( photo centre pages ) £4000-6000
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661

A white gold, grey pearl and diamond dress ring size O £100-150

662

A pair of white gold, grey pearl and diamond whorl earrings ensuite to the preceding lot £100-150

663

A gentleman's 9ct diamond set ring 7.5 grams, size one, 7.5 grams £110-150

664

A yellow gold sapphire, ruby and diamond dragonfly pendant on an 18ct chain, 22mm £250-300

665

A pair of 9ct yellow gold crystal earrings 25mm £65-75

666

A platinum Edwardian style pink sapphire and diamond ring, size N £850-950

667

A 15ct yellow gold fancy link necklace 37.1 grams £920-980

668

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style amethyst and diamond drop earrings 32mm £280-340

669

A yellow gold and garnet necklace 5.5 grams £60-80

670

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring 3.5 grams, size O 1/2 £110-140

671

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Accurist wristwatch on a ditto bracelet, gross 8.5 grams £50-70

672

An 18ct yellow gold 11 stone brilliant cut diamond cluster ring 1.75ct, size P 1/2 £1500-1800

673

A 9ct yellow gold engine turned bangle 8.2 grams £130-160

674

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hardstone earrings, 25mm £70-90

675

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style cultured pearl and diamond drop earrings with tied bow tops 20cm
£260-300

676

A 9ct yellow gold garnet 3 stone pendant on a ditto chain together with 2 9ct yellow gold rings, gross weight 12
grams £60-80

677

An 8 strand seed pearl and coral bead necklace with a yellow gold clasp 42cm ( photo centre pages )
£400-600

678

A platinum, diamond and sapphire Art Deco style up finger ring, the diamonds approx. 1ct, the sapphires
approx. 1.45ct, size N £1800-2200

679

A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant 1.9 grams 32mm £40-50

680

A pair of 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond ear studs approx. 1.42ct £1850-2200

681

A 9ct yellow gold oval amethyst dress ring size O £160-190

682

An 18ct yellow gold gem set diamond ring 2.3 grams, size L £70-90

683

A platinum ruby and diamond Art Deco style ring, size N £1100-1400

684

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size M £80-100

685

An 18ct yellow gold cross pendant 5.1 grams £160-190

686

A pair of silver gilt, amethyst and diamond daisy style ear studs 15mm £180-220

687

An 18ct yellow gold garnet and diamond ring 4.4 grams, size L 1/2 £140-180

688

A 9ct yellow gold star shaped garnet set pendant, 3.4 grams gross, 24mm £40-60

689

A 9ct yellow gold engraved bangle 8.6 grams £130-180

690

A 9ct yellow gold chased bracelet and padlock 12.5 grams £120-160

691

A 9ct yellow gold topaz ring 2.5 grams, size K £38-48

692

A pair of silver gilt, garnet and diamond earrings 28mm £180-220

693

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cufflinks, a pair of ditto earrings, a bar brooch and crucifix together with 2 tie pins and
a gem set ring, gross 16 grams £70-90

694

A child's 9ct yellow gold expanding bangle 2.8 grams £40-60

695

A platinum, diamond and ruby Art Deco style ring with centre old cut diamond approx. 1ct in total and tapered
rubies approx 1.15ct, size K 1/2 £1550-1750

696

An Edwardian gilt and enamelled propelling pencil by S Morden & Co, 10cm £75-100
The enamel is bruised

697

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold oval signet ring 7.7 grams, size X £230-260
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698

A white gold triangular cut aquamarine and diamond pendant, the centre stone approx. 2.7ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct 18mm £750-850

699

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring, approx 0.3ct, size L, £70-90

700

A 9ct yellow gold torque bangle 17.4 grams £260-320

701

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style sapphire, diamond and pearl earrings 35mm £260-300

702

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 1.55ct, size M £1550-1750

703

A pair of diamond cluster earrings approx. 2ct in total, 14mm £650-850

704

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style amethyst and seed pearl earrings 25mm £160-200

705

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style amethyst, peridot and diamond earrings 35mm £260-320

706

An Art Deco style platinum diamond set ring, size N £900-1100

707

An 18ct white gold oval emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.5ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.75ct, size N £1400-1800

708

A 9ct yellow gold necklace 5.5 grams £40-60

709

A 9ct white gold paste set heart pendant 20mm £50-70

710

A 9ct white gold necklace and heart pendant 2.9 grams, a coral and baroque pearl necklace and bracelet
£50-70

711

An 18ct white gold diamond set cross and chain 0.5ct, together with a 9ct yellow gold pearl pendant and chain
£50-75

712

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set pendant and chain £50-75

713

A rose quartz bracelet and minor costume jewellery £26-36

714

A William IV silver table spoon, Exeter 1836 and minor cutlery, 320 grams £40-60

715

A pair of Adam style silver plated candlesticks 20cm and minor plated items £30-40

716

A Victorian oval cameo portrait brooch £40-60

717

A gold mounted cameo brooch (the cameo is broken) and minor cameo jewellery £100-150

718

A 19th Century in memoriam pendant with graduated seed pearls and other items of mourning jewellery
£50-75

719

A silver bangle and minor items of silver jewellery £26-36

720

A pair of paste brooches and minor paste set jewellery £50-70

721

A quantity of Victorian and other costume jewellery including seed pearls £40-60

722

A 5 strand freshwater pearl necklace with silver gilt clasp £30-40

723

A 9ct single stone diamond ring approx 0.10ct size H together with a 9ct yellow gold wedding band size I, 3.4
grams £70-90

724

A 9ct yellow gold cabochon cut lapis lazuli ring size I £70-90

725

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set half eternity ring 3.4 grams, size M £50-70
This ring is in good condition and has no missing stones. It is stamped "7.5 PT" but there are no further
hallmarks

726

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 174 grams £85-100

727

A silver filigree bracelet and minor silver jewellery 167 grams £80-100

728

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 189 grams £90-120

729

A silver Albert, fob and bracelet with charms, 154 grams £75-95

730

Three silver necklaces and 3 bracelets, 200 grams £95-120

731

A paste set Art Deco silver bracelet £26-36

732

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 94 grams £45-55

733

A silver brooch and minor silver jewellery 76 grams £36-46
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734

Eight silver bangles 199 grams £95-120

735

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery 151 grams £60-80

736

An Eastern silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 190 grams £90-120

737

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 143 grams £70-90

738

Twelve silver bangles, 290 grams £140-180

739

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery 105 grams £50-70

740

A silver filigree bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 172 grams £70-90

740a

Two silver gilt masonic charity jewels and a quantity of masonic regalia £30-40

740b

An ebony walking cane with silver knop three others £30-40

740c

A walking cane, the handle carved in the form of a foot £30-40

740d

A WW1 walking cane the silver knop engraved Sgt.C.H.Wilmer Artists Rifles Feb 1915 £30-40

741

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 238 grams £110-140

742

An Eastern hardstone mounted necklace and 1 other, 195 grams £95-120

743

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 213 grams £95-120

744

Seven silver bangles, 264 grams £130-160

745

An African silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery 175 grams £85-120

746

Two silver bead necklaces and a ditto bracelet 118 grams £55-75

747

Five silver bracelets 165 grams £80-120

748

A silver dress ring size M and 7 others, 145 grams £70-90

749

Five silver Pandora bracelets, 83 grams £40-50

750

A silver dress ring size M and 9 other rings, 129 grams £60-80

751

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery 225 grams £100-140

752

Five silver bangles 227 grams £110-140

753

Twenty four silver bangles, 102 grams £50-70

754

An Arts and Crafts style bracelet and minor silver jewellery 199 grams £95-120

755

Six silver bangles, 164 grams £80-120

756

Six silver bangles, 196 grams £95-120

757

A silver buckle brooch and 2 bangles, 80 grams £38-48

758

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery 117 grams £55-75

759

A silver necklace and pendant, a hardstone mounted ditto, 101 grams £50-70

760

A silver brooch and minor silver jewellery 59 grams £30-40

761

Two silver charm bracelets 119 grams £55-75

762

Two silver necklaces 211 grams £100-140

763

Minor silver lockets and jewellery, 90 grams £40-50

764

A silver pendant and minor silver jewellery, 159 grams £75-95

765

A Victorian silver chain, a brooch and a bangle, 84 grams £40-60

766

Seven silver pendants, 92 grams £45-55

767

Two ladies silver wristwatches, 126 grams £60-80

768

Five silver bangles, 183 grams £90-120

769

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery 180 grams £80-100

770

A Victorian silver demi-fluted bachelor's teapot with ebony mounts, gross 319 grams £140-180
The hallmarks are rubbed

771

Nine Continental silver dessert spoons and forks, 582 grams £250-300

772

An Edwardian silver cigarette case Birmingham 1902, 1 other and a compact, 219 grams £95-120
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773

A Continental silver two handled bowl 21cm, 268 grams £120-150

774

An Edwardian circular silver box and cover, Chester 1906, 50 grams £20-30

775

Two Continental chased silver beakers 120 grams £55-65

776

A silver bangle and minor silver items, 72 grams £36-46

777

A collection of Edwardian and later silver condiments, 92 grams £40-50

778

An Art Deco silver quaich, Birmingham 1933, 2 silver bowls, 178 grams £75-95

779

A Continental 900 standard repousse oval fruit bowl decorated with flowers, 39 cm, 1245 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £550-650

780

Eleven silver one ounce ingots, 345 grams £170-200

781

A silver pedestal mug with C scroll handle, London 1945, 229 grams £100-150

782

A Continental 925 standard repousse punch bowl, raised on a rustic stem, 1498 grams, 25cm ( photo centre
pages ) £650-750

783

An Edwardian Georgian style silver cream jug, London 1902, a baluster ditto 246 grams £110-150

784

A Victorian silver two handled baluster bowl, London 1899, 15cm, 254 grams £110-150

785

Seven Continental silver teaspoons with bright cut decoration 76 grams £30-40

786

A silver card case Birmingham 1925, 2 match cases and a sleeve 170 grams £75-95

787

A sterling silver sifter spoon, two strainers and minor items, 235 grams £100-140

788

A silver waisted cup Birmingham 1972, 2 cream jugs, 227 grams £100-140

789

Four silver gilt stamps, 107 grams, cased £50-70

790

An Edwardian silver demi-fluted bowl, London 1906, 11cm, 163 grams £70-90

791

A Continental repousse silver 2 handled dish decorated with flowers 28cm, 188 grams £80-100

792

A set of silver commemorative stamps, cased, 482 grams £230-280

793

A set of 6 Art Deco silver coffee spoons cased, Sheffield 1937, 39 grams £20-30

794

A silver pedestal tazza Birmingham 1923, 15cm, 200 grams £90-120

795

A silver chased cigarette case, Birmingham 1922 and 1 other, 120 grams £55-65

796

A Continental repousse silver bowl decorated with a vase of flowers, raised on scroll feet, 390 grams, 26cm
£170-200

797

A set of 8 Chinese silver tots decorated with figures in landscapes 6cm, 321 grams £140-180

798

A Continental repousse silver Passover dish, 269 grams, 25cm £120-150

799

A silver presentation key together with a group of 2 silver birds 118 grams £50-70

800

A Continental engine turned silver beaker and 3 others, 228 grams £100-140

801

Two silver engraved quill pens, 37 grams £20-30

802

A silver 7 bar toast rack, Birmingham 1934, 1 other, 266 grams £120-150

803

A near pair of octagonal silver pepperettes, 100 grams £45-55
The hallmarks are rubbed

804

A George III silver repousse cream jug and sugar bowl decorated with vases of flowers, London 1806, 437
grams £190-240

805

A Continental silver pierced and cast model of a conch shell, 206 grams £90-120

806

A pair of Georgian silver scissor type sugar nips, two pairs of nips, 150 grams £65-85

807

A silver 5 bar toast rack Sheffield 1932 and 1 other, 228 grams £100-140

808

A Mont Blanc fountain pen with 14ct nib, 15cm £100-150

809

A Mont Blanc ball point pen 14cm £100-150

810

A Tiffany & Co steel cased and gilt metal mounted propelling pencil and a Parker ballpoint pen, case marked
Rolex £30-40
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
811

Halcyon Days, a limited edition enamelled carriage clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained
in a gilt metal case, base marked limited edition no.68/250 £50-75
The gilding to the top is scratched

812

A 1930's aneroid barometer with 20cm silvered dial contained in a carved oak case (top to thermometer case
is missing) £20-30

813

A carved Swiss clock case surmounted by a figure of a goat, the base decorated acorns and 2 game birds, the
original movement has been replaced with a quartz movement 80cm h x 51cm w x 20cm d £100-150
The goats horns are chipped and there are chips to the floral work in places

814

A 1930's aneroid barometer and thermometer with silvered 20cm dial, contained in a carved oak wheel case
£20-30

815

A fusee drop dial wall clock, the 10cm rectangular plain brass back plate marked 102 928, the 29cm painted
dial with Roman numerals painted Edwin Graydon Brentford £80-120
The wire to the fusee is loose, the glass front is missing and there is also a crack to the bottom of the frame

816

J Ortelly and Co, N49 Seath Lane, London, a mercury wheel barometer and thermometer contained in an
inlaid mahogany frame £40-60
There is damage to right hand of the pediment and the indicator marker is missing

817

Sergeant of Chiswick, a 19th Century dead beat regulator with 30cm silvered dial, hour dial and second dial,
contained in a mahogany case 191cm, complete with weight and key, pendulum missing ( photo centre pages
) £300-500
There is a 6cm section of timber missing to the left hand top of the sliding hood and there is some corrosion to
the dial in places

818

A Georgian style mercury stick barometer with silvered dial £100-150

819

A 19th Century single fusee bracket timepiece with plain 10cm brass back plate, contained in an arch shaped
inlaid mahogany brass case with 12cm painted dial ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There is a slight split to the case, some numerals on the dial are showing signs of deterioration

820

A Hamilton Electronic carriage timepiece with silvered dial contained in a gilt metal case, the case marked
Concord Watch Co. Swiss Cortland £30-50

821

A French timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a gilt metal lyre shaped case, raised
on a stepped marble base £30-50

822

Dent, a timepiece with silvered dial and Roman numerals marked Dent, Cockspur Street 61574 £40-60

823

19th Century Continental carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and pierced gilt metal case £30-50
There is some wear to the gilding

824

An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer contained in a carved mahogany circular case 34cm diam.
£50-75

825

Maple and Co., a Georgian style double fusee bracket clock with 20cm dial and 15cm back plate, striking on a
gong, contained in arched light oak and brass case ( photo centre pages ) £500-700
The dial has crackling and paint loss to the winding holes

826

A 1930's Swiss 8 day bedroom timepiece with paper dial and Arabic numerals contained in an Admiral's hat
shaped inlaid mahogany case £20-30
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827

A D Mougin, a Victorian French striking mantel clock with gilt dial and Arabic numerals contained in a crescent
shaped black marble architectural case surmounted by a bronze figure of a contemplative seated gentleman
and with gilt columns to the sides, complete with key and pendulum £150-200

828

Franz Hermle, a German Georgian style chiming bracket clock, the 14cm arched dial with phases of the moon
and marked H Samuel, contained in a mahogany case, the back plate marked 83 Franz Hermle 340-020
£50-75

829

A Comitti and Sons of London, a Georgian style mercury stick barometer with silvered dial contained in an
inlaid mahogany case £50-75

830

A Victorian French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial contained in a black and white marble
veined case complete with pendulum £30-50

831

A Victorian French timepiece with enamelled dial contained in a gilt painted spelter case surmounted by a
figure depicting the harvest, the back plate marked 1259, complete with pendulum and key £60-80
There is a slight scratch to the dial

832

A German 8 day striking mantel clock with arched silvered dial and Arabic numerals, strike/chime dial,
contained in a mahogany Admiral's hat shaped case £30-50
There are some veneers missing from the edge

833

Garrard, a Queen Anne style striking bracket clock with gilt dial and silvered chapter ring contained in a walnut
case £40-60
One bun foot is missing

834

A Burne, a Swiss bedroom timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in an arch shaped
inlaid mahogany case (f) £30-40

835

A German bracket clock, striking on a gong, with arched silvered dial contained in an inlaid mahogany case
£40-60

836

A Vienna style striking regulator with 16cm circular enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a carved
walnut case, complete with grid iron pendulum £40-60
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Rugs and Carpets
841

An Anatolian rug with mihrab and mosque lantern decoration 209cm x 92cm £60-80
This rug has had the fringes reduced at both ends. There are some small patches of moth to the cord edges
and some light wear throughout the centre. It is otherwise generally in good condition.

842

A Kashmiri woolwork stitched panel with floral medallion to the centre 124cm x 78cm £26-36

843

A black and red ground Persian Farahan rug 71cm x 54cm £60-80
Fringe missing and slight flecking in places

844

A Belouche brown, red and white ground rug with central field and geometric design within a 3 row border
133cm x 86cm £36-46

845

A brown and tan ground Persian Brojerd rug with central medallion within multi row borders 96cm x 62cm
£40-60

846

A blue and white ground Persian rug with stylised medallion to the centre within a multi row border 120cm x
84cm £20-30
Some moth damage and holed

847

A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 3 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 231cm x 179cm
£40-60

848

A peach ground and floral patterned Oshak carpet 299cm x 201cm, light flecking in places £200-250

849

A red ground machine made Afghan style runner with 13 stylised diamonds to the centre within a multi row
border 343cm x 90cm £40-60

850

A North West Persian rug with white, blue and red ground, central medallion within a multi row border 183cm x
124cm £100-150
Some wear in places and the fringe is missing

851

A blue and red ground Persian slip rug with diamond medallion to the centre within a 3 row border 64cm x
43cm £30-50

852

A red ground Afghan rug with 3 stylised diamonds to the centre 170cm x 121cm £30-50

853

A white, red and blue ground Gulberjasta rug 193cm x 35cm £90-120

854

A blue and red ground Ghalmori Kilim rug 196cm x 102cm £80-120

855

A red ground Afghan runner with 26 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 240cm x 82cm £90-120

856

An orange, green and lime ground Chobi Kilim rug 195cm x 127cm £90-120

857

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 270cm x
65cm £50-75

858

A white ground and floral patterned Kashmir panel 178 x 117cm £60-80

859

A white, green and black ground Chobi Kilim runner 196cm x 65cm £50-75

860

A tan and black ground Gazak rug with numerous diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 135cm x
116cm £50-70

861

A yellow, green and lime ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over diamond design 150cm x 105cm £60-80

862

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 235cm x 68cm
£50-75

863

A brown and black ground Belouche rug with 2 stylised diamonds to the centre 145cm x 88cm £50-75

864

A yellow, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim rug 117cm x 87cm £40-60
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
881

An Edwardian square walnut 2 tier revolving bookcase with quarter veneered top 79cm h x 49cm w x 49cm d
£50-75
There are some light blemishes to the top

882

A 19th Century inlaid mahogany double corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, the base enclosed by panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 104cm h 88cm w
x 60cm d £80-120
A small section of timber is missing to the left hand top of the cornice and right hand to of the cornice, beading
is missing to the top of the left hand door and also to the bezel

883

A Georgian mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports ending in brass
caps and casters, 73cm h x 84cm w x 51cm d £30-50
There is a split to the top and 3 distinctive pits to the left hand edge, there is also a water mark

884

A Victorian 17th Century style hall chair with carved panel to the back, solid seat, raised on turned and block
supports £40-60
There is some sun bleaching to the seat and damage to the base of the back panel, the finials are missing

885

A 1930's Art Deco mahogany inverted breakfront desk with black tooled leather writing surface, fitted 1 long
and 8 short drawers, raised on shaped ebonised supports 78cm h x 133cm w x 71cm d £80-120
There is scuffing to the inset writing surface, a bruise to the left hand corner and the desk in one section that
does not split

886

A pair of Georgian oak Hepplewhite style camel back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and
overstuffed seats, raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretcher £20-30

887

An oak chest of four long drawers with linen fold decoration and turned handles 99cm h x 80cm w x 53cm d
£160-200
Some pitting to the top in places

888

A rectangular Regency mahogany wine table, raised on a turned and fluted column with tripod base on bun
feet, 73cm h x 51cm w x 38cm d £80-120
There is slight split to 1 of the bun feet

889

A Georgian style inlaid figured walnut writing table, the upper section with raised superstructure and three
quarter gallery fitted 3 drawers flanked by a recess and with flip over writing surface, the base fitted 2 long
drawers raised on square tapered supports 99cm h x 54cm w x 38cm d £80-120

890

A 17th Century style carved oak side cabinet fitted 2 drawers above a pair of cupboards enclosed by carved
arched and inlaid panelled doors raised on turned and block supports 84cm h x 99cm w x 41cm d £100-150
There is a split to the left hand panelled door

891

A French inlaid Kingwood chest of serpentine outline with pink veined marble top fitted 7 drawers 150cm h x
92cm w x 43cm w £400-500
Sections of veneer are missing to the right hand leg

892

A 17th Century style carved and bleached limed oak bedside cabinet with recess above a cupboard enclosed
by a linenfold panelled door, raised on turned and block supports 83cm h x 54cm w x 36cm d £50-75
There are ring marks to the top

893

A Victorian figured walnut Sutherland table raised on bobbin turned supports 61cm x 61cm w x 13cm £100-150
Some scratches to the top

894

A rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a pierced gilt frame 71cm h x 60cm w £50-75
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895

A Chinese domed and carved camphor coffer with hinged lid 55cm h x 89cm w x 44cm d £200-300

896

A gilt "bronze" display cabinet raised on a mahogany base with slatted undertier 81cm h x 100cm w x 125cm d
£300-500
One glass panel to the side is severely cracked

897

A pair of Victorian carved mahogany spoon back dining chairs with overstuffed seats, carved and pierced splat
backs, raised on French cabriole supports £40-60
Some light scratching to both crests and some staining to the upholstery

898

A nest of 4 Chinese Padauk interfitting coffee tables with carved apron, 67cm h x 51cm w x 36cm d, 56cm h x
44cm w x 30cm d, 46cm h x 37cm d x 26cm d and 36cm h x 30cm w x 22cm d £120-160

899

A Heals White Spot 17th Century style carved and limed oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore
handles, raised on bun feet 107cm h x 91cm w x 57cm d £100-150

900

A Georgian mahogany sideboard fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on turned supports 76cm h x 92cm
w x 51cm d £100-150
Some light bruising and scratches to the top

901

A Regency mahogany D shaped card table raised on 2 turned columns with platform base and splayed feet
ending in brass caps and castors 76cm h x 92cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
The top is warped and there are ink marks, scratches and a small bruise. When opened, the top dies not sit
central to the base

902

A Victorian walnut drop flap work table with quarter veneered top fitted 2 long drawers and cupboard enclosed
by a panelled door, raised on turned and reeded supports 68cm h x 53cm w x 34cm d £60-90
Two small sections of veneer are missing to one of the flaps and veneers are bubbling in places

903

A Victorian walnut slide top Davenport with fitted interior, the pedestal with 4 drawers flanked by a pair of
columns 80cm h x 64cm w x 55cm d £300-400

904

An Art Nouveau carved oak show frame armchair with bobbin turned decoration, the seat back upholstered in
green material raised on turned supports together with a similar nursing chair £30-50
The armchair has a repair to the reverse of the back rest and has some slight movement in the joints. The
other chair is sturdy and both are otherwise in good condition.

905

A Victorian rosewood and inlaid mother of pearl sarcophagus tea caddy with associated later glass bowl,
raised on bun supports 15cm h x 26cm w x 15cm d £30-50
The hinges have been replaced and the escutcheon is also damaged

906

An Edwardian mahogany writing table with inset tooled leather writing surface fitted 2 drawers with brass swan
neck drop handles, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 73cm h x 76cm w x 45cm d £100-150

907

A Heals White Spot 17th Century style limed oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on turned and
block supports 107cm h x 90cm w x 53cm d £120-160
There are some light scratches to the top

908

A George IV ebonised trinket box with mother of pearl panel 16cm x 18cm x 29cm (escutcheon missing), 1
other with hinged lid and yellow fitted interior 11cm x 28cm x 20cm (some veneers missing to the side) and an
Indian carved hardwood and ivory trinket box with hinged lid 6cm x 22cm x 16cm (hinge f) £20-30

909

A 19th Century mahogany writing table, the top inset brown leather and with a ratcheted reading slope, the
base fitted 2 long and 3 short drawers raised on turned supports 78cm h x 122cm w x 71cm d £140-180
There are some scuff marks to the leather and bleaching to the top

910

A plate wall mirror contained in a 19th Century gilt arched frame with floral leaf decoration 53cm x 85cm
£200-250
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911

Niels Moller for J L Moller, Danish, model number 75, a set of 4 mid 20th Century teak bar back dining chairs
with woven papercord seats, raised on turned supports, the base of each seat with J L Moller label ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400
There is some sun bleaching and water marks to each chair in places

912

A Georgian style mahogany revolving office chair with bobbin turned decoration, upholstered in green buttoned
leather £100-150
There are some scratches to the wood work

913

An 18th Century oak coffer with associated settle back 100cm x 105cm x 50cm d £180-240

914

A 1930's Art Deco mahogany 2 tier tea trolley card table on pierced metal casters 75cm h x 61cm w x 41cm d
£30-50

915

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bar back box seat piano stool with hinged lid, raised on square tapered
supports 68cm h x 51cm w x 38cm d £40-60
Some contact marks in places

916

An 18th Century French provincial cherry cabinet with cornice and shelved interior enclosed by a panelled door
183cm h x 76cm w x 48cm d £270-320
Some old but treated worm to the sides

917

A Victorian octagonal inlaid and crossbanded walnut wine table, fitted 2 drawers, raised on a turned column
and tripod base 70cm h x 49cm w x 49cm d £40-60
Sections of veneer are missing to the top and all 3 legs have been repaired

918

A set of 4 Victorian carved walnut show frame dining chairs, seats and backs upholstered in floral material with
over stuffed seats, raised on cup and cover supports with H framed stretcher £40-60

919

Kai Kristiansen Tables Factory Vildbjerg Mobelfabrik , a mid 20th Century nest of 3 teak interfitting coffee
tables 42cm h x 62cm w x 35cm d, 39cm h x 58cm w x 35cm and 37cm h x 53cm w x 35cm d £50-75
All have contact marks, the smallest having scratches and ring marks to the top

920

An 18th Century oak lowboy fitted 3 drawers raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x 73cm w x 52cm d
£200-250
There is a split to the top and some ring marks

921

A 17th Century style carved oak sideboard, with arcaded and linenfold decoration, fitted 2 drawers above
double cupboard, raised on turned and block supports 90cm h x 122cm w x 45cm d £130-180

922

A triple plate dressing table mirror contained in a gilt frame 59cm h x 75cm w £30-40

923

A Regency black lacquered chinoiserie style box with hinged lid, the interior fitted a tray with dividing panels,
the base fitted a drawer with writing slope, raised on hoof supports 15cm h x 40cm w x 30cm d £80-100
The top is warped and there is damage to the lacquered panels in places, the hinge to the writing slope is also
damaged

924

A Victorian inlaid walnut footstool, raised on 5 ceramic bun feet with upholstered seat 18cm h x 116cm l x
26cm w £60-90
There is some water staining in places

925

Harrods, an iron framed straight strung upright yacht piano no.31478, contained in an ebonised case 106cm x
106cm h x 52cm £50-75
There is some damage to the ebonised case

926

A French style winged armchair upholstered in yellow material, raised on turned and fluted supports £50-75
Some of the trim to the edge is loose and there is some slight sun bleaching to the yellow material

927

A Heals White Spot oak dressing table with linen fold decoration, fitted 1 long and 4 short drawers, raised on
turned and block supports 77cm h x 114cm w x 51cm d £70-90
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928

A Georgian circular mahogany snap top tea table raised on a turned column and tripod base 70cm h x 76cm
diam. £40-60
There is some sun bleaching and ring marks to the top, the top is screwed to the base and there is an old
repair to 1 of the legs

929

A 1920's carved oak settle with panelled back, the seat with hinged lid 84cm h x 182cm w x 41cm d £150-200

930

A Georgian style square lamp table with inset writing surface, fitted a drawer, raised on X framed supports with
turned stretcher 50cm h x 61cm w x 61cm d £40-60

931

A Georgian mahogany cantilever card table, raised on square tapered supports 72cm h x 90cm w x 45cm d
£60-90
There is a split and scratch to the top and some slight warping

932

A 19th Century mahogany apothecaries cabinet fitted 36 shallow drawers and with turned ivory handles 27cm
h x 59cm w x 12cm d £80-120
Some veneers are missing in places, 1 drawer is missing and 20 of the handles are missing

933

A Victorian mahogany drop flap work table with shaped top above 2 drawers, cupboard and flap to the side
71cm h x 53cm w x 37cm d £90-120

934

A Victorian circular footstool upholstered in green dralon, raised on 3 bun feet 9cm h x 35cm diam. £30-50

935

A pair of Italianate style carved and gilt painted standard lamps, raised on tripod supports 43cm h x 46cm
complete with waisted green shades £60-90

936

A Victorian heavily carved oak writing table, the raised superstructure with pierced and carved 3/4 gallery fitted
1 long drawer flanked by 4 short drawers with recess, the base fitted a drawer flanked by 2 short and 1 long
drawer raised on later casters 134cm h x 120cm w x 70cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There are some ink marks to the top, 2 of the left hand drawers handles to the base are later replacements as
are the casters

937

A Victorian, Italian style carved oak open arm chair raised on X framed supports, the seat and back
upholstered in brown buttoned material £80-120
The frame is slightly loose

938

A 19th Century oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base of serpentine
outline fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers raised on bracket feet 54cm h x 43cm w x 20cm d £30-50
There is a split to the base, some ring and ink marks to the top

939

A 19th Century rectangular bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 140cm x 88cm
£230-280

940

A Victorian carved oak hall bench with raised back and carved apron, raised on bobbin turned supports 60cm
h x 120cm w x 26cm d £60-90
There is some damage to the front right hand edge, the back of the left hand arm is damaged and missing 2
sections of timber and there is a split to the seat

941

A Hurtado square inlaid walnut games table, the removable top inlaid a chess board to reveal a card table, the
sides fitted 4 drinks slides, raised on white painted turned supports 76cm h x 90cm w x 90cm d £80-120
There is some veneer loss to the edges

942

A French Kingwood commode of serpentine outline with pink veined marble top, fitted 3 long drawer ending in
gilt metal mounts throughout 82cm h x 102cm w x 48cm d £270-320

943

A 19th Century style rectangular bevelled plate mirror with crest inlaid quivers, contained in a gilt beadwork
frame 169cm h x 103cm w £150-200
There is some pitting to the silvering on the mirror
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944

A 1920's Lebus mahogany 6 tier Globe Wernicke style bookcase with three-quarter gallery, moulded and dentil
cornice, the upper section fitted 5 sections enclosed by glazed panelled doors, the base with drawer 225cm h x
88cm w x 40cm d £300-400
A section of veneer is missing and there is a dent to the top left hand edge of the cornice, there are some
minor scratches in places

945

A set of 5 Victorian mahogany balloon back dining chairs with shaped mid rails and over stuffed seats, raised
on turned supports £40-60
There are some scratches in places, 1 has a repair to the back and the frames are loose

946

A circular Georgian mahogany snap top tea table, raised on a turned column and tripod base 76cm h x 91cm
diam. £70-90
Light bruising to the top and the bolts are later replacements

947

A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in red leather and raised on outswept supports £80-120
There is crackling to the leather

948

A 19th Century Continental cream painted pine range of 102 shallow drawers 178cm h x 302cm w x 30cm d
£550-650
There is damage to the front of some of the drawers

949

A Moorish style inlaid hardwood coffer with hinged lid 44cm h x 79cm w x 41cm d £50-75
Some water marks to the top and veneers lifting to the front in places

950

A Sheraton style inlaid and crossbanded satinwood demi-lune table raised on square tapered supports, spade
feet, 80cm h x 124cm w x 53cm d £80-120

951

A pair of Arts and Crafts style carved oak high back open arm throne chairs with solid seats raised on square
tapered supports with box framed stretcher ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
Some light scuff marks in places

952

A Victorian mahogany drop flap work table, fitted 2 drawers and a cupboard enclosed by a flap, raised on
chamfered and turned supports ending in casters 71cm h x 52cm w x 37cm d £90-120
Slight scratches to the top

953

A 19th Century rectangular bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a carved gilt cushion shaped frame 75cm h
x 57cm w £40-60
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

954

A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table fitted 2 drawers, raised on square tapered supports with brass caps
and castors 72cm h x 89cm x 49cm £40-50

955

A Victorian light oak display cabinet/bookcase fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors, raised on a
platform base 113cm h x 122cm w x 37cm d £200-300
There is some pitting and scratching to the top

956

A William Morris style elm stick and rail back carver chair with woven rush seat £80-120
There is some discolouration to the rush

957

A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with arcaded decoration and hinged lid 61cm h x
123cm w x 54cm d £200-300

958

A Victorian mahogany chaise longue with bobbin turned decoration upholstered in white material, raised on
bun feet 69cm h x 186cm w x 60cm d £60-90
There is a replacement pine bun foot to the rear

959

A set of 6 Victorian mahogany balloon back dining chairs with carved mid rails and overstuffed seats raised on
turned and reeded supports £80-120
The frames are loose, one chair has an old repair to a leg
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960

A carved and pierced walnut console table of serpentine outline with black veined marble top, raised on
outswept supports 87cm h x 125cm w x 51cm d £450-550

961

A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in yellow material, raised on cabriole supports
£160-190

962

A Railantique Harare Zimbabwe hardwood dining room suite comprising circular pedestal dining table raised
on a cruciform base 82cm h x 159cm diam. together with a set of 8 stick and rail back dining chairs with woven
hide seats, the base of the table labelled Railantique Harare Zimbabwe 1987 626 2011 £100-150

963

A Continental oak chest of 3 long carved drawers with iron ring drop handles 90cm h x 110cm w x 54cm d
£300-400

964

A 19th Century Dutch inlaid mahogany marquetry games table, the top inlaid cornucopias and flowers the
centre inlaid a chess board and cards to the side, the apron fitted a cupboard enclosed by a tambour shutter
raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 72cm w x 36cm d £100-150
The top has some pitting, a small section of veneer is missing to the base of 1 of the cornucopias, there is
damage to right hand of the tambour shutter, a small section of veneer is also missing to the top

965

A Dutch style hanging oak arch shaped display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled
doors 69cm h x 69cm w x 20cm d together with a similar cabinet 57cm h x 57cm w x 20cm d £80-120

966

A Victorian pierced mahogany towel rail 90cm h x 72cm w x 15cm d £30-40

967

A 17t/18th Century style oak dresser base fitted 4 drawers with cupboard beneath, raised on turned and block
supports 81cm h x 220cm w x 49cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There are some light scratches to the top in places, the first 2 drawers have knot holes to the drawer fronts, a
small section of veneer is missing to the 3rd drawer

968

A pair of beech framed French style open arm salon chairs with upholstered seats and backs raised on turned
and fluted supports £80-120
To both chairs the arms are loose

969

A set of 8 Regency style bar back dining chairs with rope mid rails and upholstered drop in seats, raised on
sabre supports £100-150
Some contact marks in places and the frames are loose

970

A Regency rosewood chiffonier with raised mirrored back and 3/4 gallery, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed
by a pair of panelled doors and having gilt painted columns to the side 117cm h x 117cm w x 42cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £250-350
There is some sun bleaching and the silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration. Both of the
columns have been repainted

971

A pair of 19th Century cherry trestle benches, raised on out swept supports 50cm h x 200cm l x 17cm w
£160-190
Some splits to the tops

972

A 17th Century style light elm refectory dining table raised on lyre shaped supports with H framed stretcher
74cm h x 90cm w x 183cm l £120-160

973

A 19th Century French oak chest of 6 drawers with ring drop handles and columns to the sides 125cm h x
101cm w x 53cm d £60-80
There are slight scratches and water marks to the top and 2 of the handles are loose

974

A Georgian oval mahogany drop flap padfoot dining table 69cm h x 106m l x 45cm w £50-75
There are ring marks and light scratching to the top and damage to the rule joint
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975

A carved oak monks bench with standard end lion decoration, raised on bun feet 67cm h x 105cm w x 48cm d
£70-90
There is a split to the top and some scratches in places

976

A 1930's light oak 2 section filing cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by a tambour shutter 148cm h x 182cm w x
37cm d £150-200

977

A Georgian rectangular mahogany side table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports 79cm h x
88cm w x 48cm d £60-80
There are ring marks and scratches to the top, the right hand drawer lining has old but treated worm

978

A Regency style circular mahogany snap top breakfast table, raised on a turned column with tripod supports
ending in brass caps and casters 75cm h x 135cm diam. £100-150
There are water marks and scratches to the top

979

A Georgian rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 50cm h x 43cm w x
25cm d £30-40
There are some signs of deterioration to the silvering of the mirror

980

An oak Jacobean style dresser base fitted 3 drawers with carved tore handles and geometric mouldings,
raised on turned and block supports 79cm h x 183cm w x 51cm d £300-400
There are water marks, a crack and some bruising to the top

981

A Georgian country oak tea table with pie crust edge raised on a turned urn column support with tripod base
72cm h x 50cm £50-75
There are 2 ring marks to the top, there are 2 splits and some sun bleaching, all 3 legs have been repaired

982

A 19th Century square plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt plaster frame 48cm x 41cm £30-40
Some deterioration to the silvering of the mirror in places and there is some damage to the high point of the
gilding

983

A Georgian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 101cm h x 110cm w x 54cm
d £80-120
The top is warped and there are some light scratches, a small section of veneer is missing to the top right hand
edge

984

A Victorian carved walnut show frame settee upholstered in yellow buttoned material 94cm h x 192cm w x
62cm d £150-200
The frame is loose in places

985

A French 19th Century fruitwood table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on square tapered supports 75cm h x
180cm w x 80cm d £500-700

986

Mid Century, a rosewood finished desk fitted 6 drawers and a recess, raised on square supports 72cm h x
156cm w x 74cm d £100-150
There are scratches, watermarks and some sun bleaching in places. The handles have possibly been replaced

987

A Georgian style mahogany twin pillar extending dining table raised on turned column and tripod base with 2
extra leaves 72cm h x 107cm w x 157cm l x 247cm l when extended £100-150

988

A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction the interior fitted a candlebox 55cm h x 89cm w x
38cm d £150-200
A hinge is missing to the centre, the iron lock is missing, there are some ink marks and minor pitting to the top

989

A mahogany kneehole pedestal desk with green inset leather writing surface, above 1 long and 8 short
drawers with brass ring drop handles 77cm h x 123cm w x 62cm d £80-120

990

A pair of Georgian style X framed hardwood stools with woven rush seats 59cm h x 74cm w 37cm d £80-120
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991

An oval plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 89cm h x 69cm £40-60
9 candle sconces are missing

992

An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany occasional table raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 71cm h x
94cm w x 73cm d £60-90
There are ring marks to the top and damage to the beading on the edge

993

A pair of 19th Century French rectangular plate mirrors contained in a decorative white painted frames with
pierced and carved pediments and finials 123cm h x 102cm w £100-150
The crest to one mirror is missing, one finial is missing and both mirrors have some signs of deterioration to
the silvering

994

A Victorian mahogany desk with green inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers 73m h x 106cm
w x 66cm d £100-150
There is wear to the green tooled leather top, also ring marks and ink marks and a split

995

A Heals White Spot limed oak triple wardrobe with moulded cornice enclosed by 3 panelled doors with
linenfold decoration raised on square feet 183cm h x 152cm w x 59cm d, together with a pair of limed oak
linenfold panel end bedsteads complete with irons 117cm x 92cm £80-120

996

A Victorian style mahogany library table with inset green leather writing surface fitted 2 long drawers, raised on
turned and reeded supports ending in brass caps and casters 76cm h x 200cm w x 102cm d £100-150
There are scuffs to the green leather writing surface

997

A Chinese red lacquered trunk with hinged lid and brass fittings 43cm h x 76cm w x 49cm d £50-75
The hinge is showing signs of wear and damage

998

A set of 5 Edwardian oak framed dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs, raised on cup and cover
supports with X framed stretchers £30-50

999

A Continental inlaid kingwood kidney shaped chest with gilt metal gallery fitted 2 drawers above an undertier,
raised on cabriole supports 76cm h x 58cm w x 30cm d £140-180
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